CBI Bisto Shadowing Pack 2010

Introduction
By Tom Donegan, CBI Programme Officer
A very warm welcome to this year’s Bisto Shadowing activity pack! The highly
anticipated announcement of the 2009-2010 shortlist has now taken place (see
next page for details) and it is time for the scheme to begin in earnest. Over the
coming weeks thousands of young readers across the country will be reading,
reviewing and debating their chosen books, before finally deciding on their
overall favourite.
Once again, the judging panel’s selection serves to showcase the strength and
vitality of contemporary Irish children’s literature across a variety of styles and
reading levels. We are particularly pleased to see some brilliant new authors
emerging to contend with those more familiar names who have occupied the
shortlist before.
This pack is designed to help you and your group get the most out of the
Shadowing process; from selecting and sourcing suitable titles, to choosing and
nominating your winner. CBI recognizes that every group is different and will
tackle the programme in their own way. The suggestions made on these pages
are therefore designed merely as a guide for you to use and modify as you see fit.
We have had a lot of fun compiling the following reading activities and we very
much hope you find them useful and enjoyable too.
Best of luck and Happy Shadowing!
Tom

Choosing and Sourcing Your Books
In response to feedback last year, for 2010 we have included a suggested reading
age for the ten books on the shortlist. These are intended as a guideline only and
we still recommend that you use your own discretion when it comes to choosing
which books to read with your group. Judges’ comments and a plot summary for
each title are also included to help give you a sense of content and themes.
International Education Supplies are the nominated Shadowing books supplier
this year. They will have copies of all titles available from the day of the shortlist
announcement and are offering a 20% discount on orders of ten books and over.
For further details email: info@iesltd.ie or tel. 01-621 0310.

The 2010 Shortlist
An Greasaí Bróg agus na Sióga (9+)
by Catríona Hastings (author) and Andrew Whitson (illustrator)
Publisher: An tSnáthaid Mhor (Belfast)
ISBN: 978-0955227127 (HBK)
Chalkline (12+) by Jane Mitchell
Publisher: Walker Books (London)
ISBN: 978-1406315172 (PBK)
Colm and the Lazarus Key (8+) by Kieran Mark Crowley
Publisher: Mercier Press (Cork)
ISBN: 978-1856356466 (PBK)
Gluaiseacht (12+) by Alan Titley
Publisher: An Gúm (Dublin)
ISBN: 978-1857917550 (PBK)
Lincoln and his Boys (10+)
by Rosemary Wells (author - not nominated) and P.J. Lynch (illustrator)
Publisher: Candlewick Press/ Walker Books (London)
ISBN: 978-0763637231 (HBK)
Solace of the Road (13+) by Siobhan Dowd
Publisher: David Fickling / Random House Children’s Books (Oxford)
ISBN: 978-0385609715 (HBK) / 978-1849920056 (PBK)
The Eyeball Collector (10+) by F.E. Higgins
Publisher: Macmillan (London)
ISBN: 978-0230532281 (HBK) / 978-0330453615 (PBK)
The Gates (10+) by John Connolly
Publisher: Hodder and Stoughton (London)
ISBN: 978-1444706741 (PBK NEW) / ISBN: 978-1444709414 (PBK IRE) /
ISBN: 978-0340995808 (HBK/ TRADE PBK)
The Third Pig Detective Agency (10+) by Bob Burke
Publisher: The Friday Project / Harper Collins (London)
ISBN: 978-1906321758 (HBK)
There (4+) by Marie Louise Fitzpatrick
Publisher: Roaring Book Press (New York)
ISBN: 978-1596430877 (HBK)

Judges Comments
An Greasaí Bróg agus na Sióga (9+)
by Catríona Hastings (author) and Andrew Whitson (illustrator)
This version of the Brothers Grimm tale, the Elves and the Shoemaker, tracks the
fortunes of the shoemaker as his business begins to fail. When he has only
sufficient leather for one pair of shoes left in the shop, a pair of elves visit his
workshop and the shoemaker’s situation changes radically. A beautifully
illustrated book where the interconnectedness of the visual and the written text
add an extra dimension to the magical features of this well known story.
Chalkline (12+) by Jane Mitchell
Chalkline tells the tale of the capture of Rafiq by soldiers of the Kashmir Freedom
Fighters when they raid his village in search of new recruits. They roughly draw
a line in chalk on Rafiq's class-room wall and declare that any boy whose height
reaches the line will be taken to fight. Chakline is a chilling account of the
conditioning of a young boy to accept violence as normal, to stone or be stoned
and ultimately to kill or be killed. This brutalisation of a young person is offset
beautifully by the family scenes: his mother's love, his sister's affection and
respect, his father's stoicism. A well-told, well-researched and cleverly plotted
tale that is an intense read.
Colm and the Lazarus Key (8+) by Kieran Mark Crowley
A spooky adventure tale that also deals with real life issues of bullying and
personal relationships. Colm is not looking forward to spending a fortnight with
his cousin, The Brute, but during the course of their unexpected stay in a quiet
old hotel, they both reveal more of their true character as well as uncover details
of an ancient tale. The atmosphere that has been created by the author for the
unfolding of the story in this location is eerie, spooky and very enjoyable as the
characters race to uncover the mystery of the Lazarus Key.
Gluaiseacht (12+) by Alan Titley
Alan Titley's hero in this story is deprived of his family under brutal
circumstances and finds himself alone in the world. The story recounts the bleak
journeys the young boy makes through the desert, as he copes with the harsh
challenges of a sandstorm and even worse when the possibility of a hopeful
future is snatched away as soon as it appears. Undaunted, he continues on, and
finds a companion in the latter half of his journey. The depth of this character is
well explored and shows his ability to think, to reflect, to act and to interact with
the other characters he meets. The story is well planned, the language is rich and
lyrical and provides the reader with a challenging and thoughtful book.
Lincoln and his Boys (10+)
by Rosemary Wells (author - not nominated) and P.J. Lynch (illustrator)
P.J. Lynch's illustrations for this book are interwoven so intricately with the
spirit of the text that it would be hard to imagine one without the other. Telling
the story of US President Abraham Lincoln, particularly his relationship with his

sons, Lynch captures both private and public scenes in exquisite detail. Lynch’s
portraiture of Lincoln and his era clearly reveals a significant commitment to
research, and his rich palette colours provide a visual feast for the eye.
Solace of the Road (13+) by Siobhan Dowd
Teenager Holly Hogan is a troubled young person. She struggles to feel at home
with her foster family, doubts their motives in caring for her and bubbles with
antagonism towards them. Her sole comfort is her memories of her mother. A
blonde wig, prompts her to adopt the assumed identity of Solace, a super cool
young woman who has no fears, and who can behave with courage and
recklessness. There follows a gritty account of her journey across England
towards what she hopes will be a better future in Ireland and an internal journey
through her residual memory as she gradually uncovers events in her past that
have brought her to this stage in her life. A finely constructed novel, beautifully
written by a master storyteller.
The Eyeball Collector (10+) by F.E. Higgins
Hector Fitzbaudy has never wanted for anything in his life. He lives in a fine
house with his wealthy father on the good side of Urbs Umidia, but occasionally
longs to see how the less fortunate citizens of the south side of the river live.
Consumed by revenge he embarks on a pursuit of the villain responsible for his
father's ruin. Hector's quest for revenge brings him to Withypitts Hall where the
bizarre Eyeball Collector is in residence, rendering service to the very strange
Lady Mandible. This is a book that is full of mysterious deeds, twists and turns of
fate, and Hector's letters to Polly allow the reader to get to know the narrator of
the story and to sympathise with his dilemmas.
The Gates (10+) by John Connolly
Connolly weaves a story about a rather singular schoolboy, Samuel Johnson, and
his dog Boswell. Just before Halloween, Samuel finds himself to be an
inadvertent witness to the opening of a portal connecting our world and the
underworld, brought about by a bizarre series of events involving
neighbourhood devil worshippers and a malfunction of the Large Hadron
Collider. The gates of Hell are about to creak open, putting Earth at extreme
danger and Samuel now has to work very hard to convince the responsible
adults in his life of the imminent catastrophe that awaits them. Simultaneously
he has to cope with the interference of a wide variety of demons and monsters
that have been sent to frustrate him. Connolly's highly imaginative descriptions
and fast paced plot are full of drama, humour and fright.
The Third Pig Detective Agency (10+) by Bob Burke
This is the story of Harry Pig, one of the three famous little pigs who built houses
during our childhood. He is now grown up and ekes out a precarious existence as
a private detective. In this story he has been hired by Mr. Aladdin to recover his
famous lamp, now mysteriously missing from its place of safety. This is a cleverly
written book that will appeal to both the adult and the young reader. It is an
excellent pastiche of detective fiction, and its use of a large cast of fairy-tale
characters lends it a witty and quirky style. The plot is complex but convinces the
reader with its authenticity. A vibrant, lively and funny book.

There (4+) by Marie Louise Fitzpatrick
This alluring book is one that will draw every reader, child and adult, into its
charming spell. The little girl who starts out on her voyage reveals the wonders
she encounters but has a constant question about her destination and the length
of her journey. She experiences the wonders of urban and rural life, the ferocity
of the weather, the beauty of the colours of the rainbow. Her persistent selfquestioning is a true and honest echo of the voice of a child as she comes to
terms with what she knows and what she doesn't. The harmonic
interdependence of images and text is achieved with artistic brilliance and a
disciplined pared-back writing style.

Reaching a Final Decision and Submitting Your Vote
The desired outcome of the shadowing process is that each group decides upon
one book that they collectively deem to be the best of all the titles they have read.
The deadline for these judgements to reach CBI is Friday 21st May. All votes are
then collated by CBI before a shadowing winner is announced on Monday 31st
May.
Reader Response Group Discussion
Before reaching a final decision, it is important to give your group members the
opportunity to discuss and debate the various books they have read amongst
themselves. One technique that has proven to be very effective in encouraging
this kind of critical dialogue in young people is often referred to as ‘Book Talk’:
First, ask your group to form a circle with their chairs and sit in with them.
Begin by asking a simple open question, such as “what do you think....?”, (ie.
“what do you think the book is about?”). Going around the group from person to
person, each individual should be asked to respond to the question with an
opinion and give an example to back it up (ie. “I think the book is really well
written because…”) or to something that has been said already (ie. “I agree with
Jim because…”, “I don’t agree with Jim because…). The discussion can continue
around the circle until no-one has any more to contribute. Then a new issue can
be introduced (ie. “what do you think about the main character?”) and so on.
It is very important that every participant is given the opportunity to gather
their thoughts before speaking – this ‘waiting time’ should be respected and the
participant should be encouraged to stop, think and choose their words carefully.
Other participants should not be allowed to jump in and interject if someone is
taking time to get their opinion across. Using the framework “I think…”, “I
agree…”, “I disagree…” should help to structure their ideas more clearly.
NB. When discussing picture books, this technique can be particularly effective if
you circulate copies of some of the illustrations so the participants can refer to
them whilst they are talking.

Straight Voting
A regular show if hands or secret ballot may be the simplest way to establish
your group’s favourite book. However, if the members of the group haven’t all
read the same books, one of the following techniques might be a better option.
Presentations
Ask a number of students to present their favourite book to the rest of the class.
They must convince the other students to vote for a particular title. Set strict
time limits, no more than two or three minutes per title. These presentations can
also be backed up with additional materials made by the children, possibility
utilising some of the worksheets and activities contained within this pack.
Court Room Drama
Establish a mini courtroom scenario with the group. Select a jury and nominate
someone to propose a book (highlight the good points) and another member to
oppose the book (highlight the negative points). Repeat this for all the titles you
are using and then ask the jury to vote on whether to select each book or not.
Average Score
In a smaller group it may work better to simply gather group members around a
table and have them debate the various merits of each book they have read. They
can then give each a score out of ten (or 100 for older voters), with the topscoring book being the winner.
*NB. If some group members have not read a certain title they abstain from
voting in that particular case and the score for that book is taken as an average in
ratio to the number voting – e.g. if 4 out of 5 children vote on Chalkline, divide
the total score by 4 to get the average. Remember! The scores for all other titles
will also need to be averaged against the number of readers in each case as well
in order to get a fair result.
Book Fair
Hold a mini Book Fair. Give each title a table in the room or a display board, on
which fans of each book can create a display of their work. Then assign one or
two nominated presenters at each ‘stand’. Give the other group members time to
visit each stand, view the material and talk to the presenters. At the close of the
fair, ask everyone to go to his or her favourite stand to cast their final vote.
NB. If you have any further suggestions for how groups can vote on their favourite
books please let us know! Email to: tom@childrensbooksireland.ie

AN GRÉASAÍ BRÓG AGUS NA SIÓGA
le Caitríona Hastings (údar)
agus Andrew Whitson (maisitheoir)

ISBN: 978-0955227127 (HBK)
An tSnáthaid Mhór
Achoimre
Seo é an scéal aithnidiúil faoin gréasaí bróg bocht agus an chabhair a fhaigheann
sé ó bheirt Shióg chun a chomhlacht bróg a fheabhsú.
Aon uair amháin, fadó fadó, bhí gréasaí bróg agus a bhean chéile ann a bhí beo
bocht mar nach raibh aon duine ag ceannach a gcuid bróga. Tar éis tamaill, ní
raibh ach go leor airgid fágtha ag an gréasaí chun píosa leathair an-bheag a
cheannach, go leor chun péire bróga amháin a dhéanamh. D'fhág sé an leathar
amach an oíche sin agus an mhaidin dar gcionn d’aimsigh an gréasaí péire bróga
áille san áit inar fhág sé an leathar. Ní raibh tuairim dá laghad aige cérbh as a
tháinig na bróga seo ach nuair a tharla an rud céanna cúpla lá i ndiaidh a chéile
bheartaigh an gréasaí agus a bhean go bhfiosródh siad an scéal.
Oíche amháin chonaic siad an bheirt shióg ag obair ar an leathar a d'fhág an
gréasaí amach agus iad ag déanamh bróga áille as. Cuireadh iontas an domhain
ar an ngréasaí agus ar a bhean, ach bhí siad an-bhuíoch freisin, agus theastaigh
uathu rud deas a thabhairt do na sióga mar chúiteamh. An lá dar gcionn mar sin
rinne an gréasaí dhá phéire bróga beaga bídeacha do na síoga agus thosaigh a
bhean ag déanamh éadaí dóibh, agus nuair a tháinig na sióga an oíche sin bhí
péire bróga agus culaith álainn éadaí an duine ina luí in aice leis an leathar dóibh.

Bhí áthas agus gliondar na na sióga nuair a chonaic siad na héadaí agus na bróga
nua. Chaith siad díobh na seanghiobail a bhí orthu, chuir siad orthu an feisteas
nua agus thosaigh siad ag damhsa le háthas. Amach an doras leo ag damhsa agus
níor fhill siad riamh ar shiopa an ghréasaí. Ach bhí clú agus cáil ar an ngréasaí
faoin am seo agus tháinig na daoine ina sluaite chun a chuid bróga áille a
fheiceáil agus a cheannach uaidh.
Ní scéal nua é seo ar ndóigh, ach tá sé inste go maith agus go báúil. Is léir, áfach,
gurb iad na léaráidí an chuid is fearr den leabhar. Tá gach léaráid línithe go
tarraingteach taibhsiúil agus an-bhéim ar mhionsonraí. Níl de locht againn ar an
leabhar ach an ghruaig atá ar an ngréasaí, ach seachas sin is iontach an leabhar é.
Tabhair faoi deara: Beidh DVD ina bhfuil an scéal á léamh le fotheidil i nGaeilge
agus i mBéarla ar fáil le formhór na n-eagrán den leabhar seo.
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Ghnóthaigh a leabhar, Dea-Scéala, Duais iomráiteach Bisto, Gradam Eilís Dillon.
Tá an-suim aici sa traidisiún béil agus sna seanscéalta. Creideann sí gur fiú go
mór iad a chur ar fáil i modhanna tarraingteacha nua-aimseartha do lucht ár
linne.
Is Béal Feirsteach ó dhúchas é Andrew Whitson. Tá leabhair foilsithe aige ar
ghréithe éagsúla den ealaín agus cuireadh mórán saothar dá chuid ar taispeáint
go rialta. Tá iliomad leabhar maisithe ag Andrew, ar a n-áirítear The Creatures of
Celtic Myth, The Field Guide to Irish Fairies agus The Dark Spirit. Ainmníodh a
phictiúirleabhar Gaiscíoch na Beilte Uaine ar Ghearrliosta Ghradam Bisto 2008,
comórtas de chuid CBI - Leabhair Pháistí Éireann agus ghnóthaigh an leabhar
Gradam Réics Carló 2007. Creideann Andrew i ndraíocht na scéalaíochta!

Dialann Léitheoireachta
Nóta: Níl uimhreacha ar leathanaigh an leabhair seo. Mar sin de tugaimid
leathanaigh 1-2 ar an chéad dá leathanach den scéal (mar a bhfuil an tírdhreach
sneachta), agus leantar leis an gcomhaireamh as sin ar aghaidh.
Sula n-osclaíonn tú an leabhair:
• Féach ar chlúdach an leabhair seo. An bhfuil aithne agat ar an scéal seo
cheana féin? An meallfadh an clúdach tú chun an leabhar a léamh? Cén
fáth?
•

Féach ar an bpictiúr. An pictiúr maith clúdaigh é? An maith leat an stíl atá
ag an maisitheoir?

Féach ar leathanaigh 1-4 den leabhar agus léigh iad:
• Ón gcéad trí leathanach a léamh, cén tuairim atá agat faoin ngréasaí bróg
agus a bhean chéile agus faoina saol. Mínigh do freagra.
•

An gceapann tú go gcuireann na pictiúir an scéal i láthair go héifeachtúil?

Féach ar leathanaigh 5-10 den leabhar agus léigh iad:
• Sna leathanaigh seo insítear dúinn conas a bhíonn saibhreas an
ghréasaí ag fás agus níos mó bróga á ndéanamh. Cad é do mheas ar an
téacs? An gcuireann sé fonn ort leanúint ar aghaidh ag léamh?
•

An bhfuil na léaráidí oiriúnach don scéal go dtí seo?

Féach ar leathanaigh 11-12 den leabhar agus léigh iad:
• Go dtí seo níl feicthe agat ach an gréasaí agus a bhean, ach sa dá
leathanach seo tá beirt eile le feiceáil. Cad iad na difríochtaí atá idir an
gréasaí agus a bhean agus an bheirt eile?
•

Féach ar an gcaoi a úsáidtear dathanna, stíl éadaí, gothaí srl. An bhfuil
éagsúlacht shoiléir ann dar leat? An bhfuil sé déanta go maith? Cad a
léiríonn sé meas tú?

•

Cad é an dea-rud atá luaite sa dá leathanach seo a chuirfidh feabhas ar
ghnó an ghréasaí as seo amach?

Féach ar leathanaigh 13-16 den leabhar agus léigh iad:
• Féach ar na pictiúir ar leathanaigh a trí déag agus a ceathar déag. Cén
chineál atmaisféir a chruthaíonn na pictiúir dar leat? An éiríonn leo go
maith?
•

Is ar leathanaigh a cúig déag agus a sé déag den leabhar a fheicimid na
sióga ar dtús. Cad é do bharúil faoina ndreach? An raibh tú ag súil go
mbeadh an chuma sin orthu? Cad é do bharúil fúthu?

Féach ar leathanaigh 17-20 den leabhar agus léigh iad:
• Cad é do bharúil faoin smaoineamh atá ag an ngréasaí agus a bhean,
éadaí a dhéanamh do na sióga mar chomhartha buíochais? Cad adeir
sé seo faoina gcarachtar? An athraíonn sé do dhearcadh fúthú ar
bhealach ar bith?
•

Féach ar na pictiúir ar na leathanaigh seo. An maith leat iad? An bhfuil
aon athrú tagtha ar an atmaisféar atá cruthaithe sna pictiúir. Mínigh
cén fáth go bhfuil nó nach bhfuil.

Féach ar leathanaigh 21-26 den leabhar agus léigh iad:
• An maith leat críoch an scéil seo? An críoch shona í do chách? Mínigh
do fhreagra.
•

An gcuireann na pictiúir lúcháir in iúl go maith, dar leat? Conas?

Ceisteanna
1. Féach ar leathanaigh 1 agus 2. Is léir go bhfuil an gréasaí beo bocht, ach
conas a léiríonn na pictiúir é seo? Féach ar na pictiúir agus déan liosta de
na nithe a chuireann an bhochtaineacht in iúl agus mínigh cén fáth.
2. Féach ar leathanaigh 11 agus 12. Mínigh na difríochtaí atá idir na
custaiméirí agus an gréasaí agus a bhean. Cad a chuireann na difríochtaí
seo in iúl duit?
3. An é do bharúil go gcuireann na pictiúir leis an scéal? Féach tríd an
leabhar agus pioc amach an dath is suntasaí atá sna pictiúir. Baintear
úsáid an-éifeachtúil as. Cén fáth go bhfuil sé á úsáid dar leat?
4. Déan taighde ar shióga i scéalta sí eile. Déan comparáid agus codarsnacht
idir iad agus sióga an leabhair seo. Cad iad na tréithe coitianta atá acu,
agus cad atá éagsúíl. An mbíonn na sióga go maith i gcónaí?
5. Is athinsint ar sheanscéal é Na Sióga agus an Gréasaí Bróg. Cad atá ar
eolas agat faoi na Deartháireacha Grimm. An féidir leat aon scéal eile dá
gcuid a lua? Ar mhaith leat ceann de na scéalta eile sin a fheiceáil i
bpictiúr-leabhar? Cén Fáth?
6. Níl ainm ar dhuine ar bith sa scéal seo. Cén fáth nár úsáid an t-údar
ainmneacha daoine dar leat? An bhféadfá ainmneacha a chumadh do na
carachtair? Agus don bhaile ina bhfuil cónaí orthu?
7. Cé chomh minic is a thagann na lucha isteach sa scéal? Cén ról atá acu sa
scéal dar leat?

8. Féach ar an leathanach deireanach den téacs. Cad é an difríócht atá idir
seanchomhartha an ghréasaí agus a chomhartha nua. Cad a chuireann sé
in iúl? Mínigh do fhreagra.
Gníomhaíochtaí
1. Is gréasaithe den scoth iad na sióga sa scéal seo agus iad in ann bróga áille
a dhearadh. Dá n-iarrfá orthu péire bróga a dhéanamh duitse, cén chuma
ar mhaith leat a bheith orthu?
2. Scríobh léirmheas den leabhar seo (i nGaeilge más féidir) le cur síos ar an
scéal, cad a thaitníonn leat, can nach maith leat srl, agus cén aoisghrúpa a
mholfá dó é a léamh.
3. Léigí an leabhar ar bhur seal. Lig ort go bhfuil tú ag léamh do leanaí óga.
Bí ag aisteoireacht le do ghuth agus tú ag léamh mar a dhéanfá le
leanaíóga.. .
4. Cad iad na dúshláin a bhíonn ann d'údar agus seascéal á athinsint? Déan
iarracht an scéal céanna a insint i stíl atá éagsúil ar fad. An féidir teanga
an lae inniu a úsáid chun an scéal a athinsint, nó fiú 'caint téacs'?
5. Féach go cúramach ar an léargas nó ar an bpeirspicíocht a úsáidtear i
ngach pictiúr. Conas a athraíonn an maisitheoir an léargas? Conas a
athraíonn sé sin an pictiúr?
6. Déan taighde ar na deartháireacha Grimm agus pioc ceann dá scéalta
chun é a athinsint ar bhealach nua. D'fhéadfá drámaíocht nó filíocht nó fiú
pictiúir a úsáid mar chabhair d'insint an scéil. D'fhéadfadh an an suíomh
seo
a
bheith
áisiúil:
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/grimm/index2.html
7. Cad é an fógra atá crochta lasmuigh de shiopa an ghréasaí? An bhféadfá
comhartha nua a dhearadh don ghréasaí anois nuair atá rath ar a shiopa?
8. Tagann deireadh leis an scéal nuair a bhailíonn na sióga leo. Cad a
tharlaíonn ansin don ghréasaí agus dá bhean? Cad é an chéad rud eile a
tharlaíonn do na sióga?

An Gréasaí Bróg agus na Sióga – Bileog Oibre 1
Déanann an gréasaí agus a bhean éadaí agus hataí nua do na sióga. Déan maisiú

ar an gcasóg agus ar na léinte thíos mar a mheasann tú a thaitneodh leis na síoga.
Foinse - http://www.outwatersmilitia.com/clothing.html

An Gréasaí Bróg agus na Sióga – Bilieog Oibre 2
Tosaíonn gach leathanach den téacs in An Greasai Bróg le ceannlitir mhaisithe. Tá
trí shampla eile anseo thíos. Tá na ceannlitreacha méadaithe agus pictiúr istigh
iontu.

Déan ceannlitreacha maisithe de do chuid féin thíos. Bain triail as

ceannlitreacha d'ainm féin.

CHALKLINE
By Jane Mitchell

ISBN 978-1406315172 (PBK)
Published by Walker Books
Summary
Set in Kashmir, Chalkline tells the story of nine-year old Rafiq and his younger
sister Jameela. When Kashmiri Freedom Fighters raid his school looking for new
recruits, Rafiq is tall enough to reach above the chalk line they scrawl on the
classroom wall, meaning he is considered big enough to join them. Bundled into
the back of a truck, Rafiq is taken to a training camp high in the mountains where
he is forced into a life of violence and brutality. Jameela is left to rebuild life at
home, determined to keep Rafiq's memory alive amid the terrible rumours that
reach the village.
Armed conflict is common throughout this region of northern India, and child
soldiers are forced to undertake the most dangerous tasks, such as leading raids
and attacks or dismantling mines and explosives. In India, armed groups in
Jammu and Kashmir are reported to be actively recruiting and using children as
soldiers. The local police claim that around 200 children have been reported
missing in the state in the last five years, many recruited into the armed groups,
some used to throw grenades and plant improvised explosive devices—tasks
undertaken by Samir, Rafiq, Ahmed and others in Chalkline.
The horrifying reasoning behind this is because these children are considered to
be expendable, easily manipulated, cheap and simple to replace. They don’t
challenge the authority of adults and can be readily intimidated. Rafiq represents
all of these children, and Jane Mitchell's poignant novel captures the fear that
drives them and explores the bitter emptiness of a child's life fuelled by hate
instead of love and friendship. Based on the author’s real-life experiences of
traveling in the area, the landscape and characters are alive with authentic detail
and it is little wonder that Amnesty International have endorsed the book as
contributing to a better understanding of children's human rights and the values
that underpin them.

NB. This book contains scenes which some readers may find distressing.

About the Author

Jane Mitchell was born in England, moved to Northern
Ireland when she was a child and now lives in Dublin. She
has previously published many books for young readers
including When Stars Stop Spinning which won the Bisto
Book of the Year Award in 1994. Chalkline is her first new
title for almost a decade, having taken a break from writing
to travel extensively and visiting many different countries
and cultures around the world.

The following is an extract from an open letter she has written to her readers:
The first seeds of the idea for writing Chalkline came to me when travelling in
Rajasthan, India, during 9/11. It seemed the entire world was galvanized by the
atrocity of the attacks in New York, yet, in the rural villages and towns around
Jaisalmer and Bikaner, the day-to-day struggle for basic survival took far greater
priority. A worldwide tsunami of outrage because of attacks in a country you’ve
never heard of means nothing when you don’t know how you’re going to feed your
brothers and sisters.
Travelling through small dusty villages, with an impending war of terrorism about
to be unleashed on the world, I became intrigued by the idea of writing a tale about
a child snatched from one of these homes and coerced into a life of violence, trained
to fight in a war he doesn’t understand between governments he has never heard
of. But as I was at the beginning of a year-long journey, it was over a year before I
explored the idea further and started scribbling the beginnings of Rafiq and
Jameela’s story.
In some villages, Westerners are rarely seen, and lots of children wanted their
photos taken. Now, their images are, to me, the faces of Rafiq and Jameela. When
developing the characters for the book, I used these photos to help build up the
spirit and personality of the two children and wove the story around the deep love
and closeness between family members who have little in their lives other than
those around them.
Chalkline is just one child’s story, but Rafiq could be any child in any country which
does little to protect its children. I hope his story gives some insight into what can
happen, and into the deplorable practice of exploiting children for violent means,
because greater understanding and awareness is the start of any process of change.
All it takes is for enough people to ask the right questions and to challenge what
some consider to be acceptable…
Jane Mitchell

Reading Journal
The suggestions below highlight some important things to look out for as you
progress through the book. Try to make notes and record your changing responses
to the story, as this will be useful when you come to tackle the questions and
activities featured on the following pages...
Before you start reading:
• Look at the cover. Look at the word ‘Chalkline’ and the way it is written.
Jot down some words and ideas you associate with the title.
•

From his appearance, which part of the world do you think the boy might
come from?

•

From the subtitle, why do you think only half his face is shown?

•

What do you think made the holes in the wall on the front and back
covers?

Read the Prologue:
• The boys are in mountains near the border with Pakistan. Which country
do you think they are in? (Use a map to locate it if necessary).
•

From the conversation between the three boys (Rafiq, Tariq and Omar)
who do you think is the oldest and who the youngest?

•

What do you learn about Rafiq’s character from the way he talks/acts
with the other boys?

• Describe the scene under three headings – sights, sounds, smells:
(a) before and (b) during the explosion.
•

From the hints so far, who do you think the boys are fighting? Do you
have any ideas why?

Read Chapters 1-5
• Contrast the opening scene in chapter 1 with the prologue - the
surroundings, the people, the dialogue, the atmosphere between them,
etc.
•

From his conversation with Jameela (p. 17), what more do you learn
about Rafiq’s character? Does it build on your impressions from the
prologue?

•

Why does Papa think Rafiq is wasting his time teaching Jameela to read
and write? What does Mamma think and why?

•

In chapter 3, why doesn’t Rafiq cry along with the other boys in the truck?

•

In chapter 4 a woman explains that “all the big boys have been taken from
the school”. Why do you think they might have been taken?

•

How does the sky seem different from the previous night to Rafiq in
chapter 5?

•

Before reading further, do you think Rafiq will ever return home?

Read Chapters 6-11
• Contrast Rafiq’s new ‘home’ in the mountains with his previous home on
the plains.
•

From Rafiq’s recollection in chapter 8, is his father prouder to be Indian
or Kashmiri?

•

Why do you think the author describes the same event - the bus
disturbing the freedom fighters as they lay mines - from two viewpoints:
Rafiq’s and Jameela’s?

Read Chapters 12-15
• How do you feel reading about the stoning?
•

Describe how Rafiq’s attitude and behaviour change towards to the boy in
the hole as the stoning progresses.

•

Why do you think the men force the boys to perform this horrific act?

•

Why might Abdullah want Rafiq to hear his compliment in chapter 13?

•

In chapter 14 why do you think Papa reacts so differently from Mama and
Jameela on hearing of Rafiq’s whereabouts and activities?

•

What shocks Rafiq about the Hindu temple in chapter 15?

Read Chapters 16-20
• Page 149 describes how ten year-old Samir likes the bombing best: “The
explosions were the most exciting bit”. What do you think of this
comment?
•

When Samir doesn’t return, Rafiq feels proud of this “ten year-old holy
martyr”. How do you feel about him yourself at this point?

•

In chapter 18 who is the boy the police captured in Poonch?

•

What factors, physical and emotional, do you think make Rafiq ‘see’ his
comrades in the flames when he’s in the cave?

•

Alone for the first time in chapter 20, how can you tell Rafiq’s heart is
beginning to soften?

•

In Varahamula which building is Rafiq going to bomb? Why?

Read Chapters 21-26
• At the beginning of chapter 21, where are Jameela and Mama going? Why?
Try to predict how the story will end.
•

Why do you think the author describes the police station and market so
vividly: the sights, sounds and smells?

•

In chapter 22 Jameela and Rafiq don’t recognise each other. What does
that highlight about their lives over the last five years?

•

How do Rafiq’s feelings about this bombing differ from his attitude to the
bombing in Poonch (chapter 16).

•

What scene does Mamma recall when seeing Jameela and Rafiq in market
place (if you’re stuck go back to chapter 9).

•

What does the last sentence tell you about the choice Rafiq now makes?

Questions
1. A line appears in the title, at the beginning and at the end of the book.
What is that line:
(a)Physically? How does it determine the course of the story?
(b)Symbolically? What does it represent in Rafiq’s life?
2. In chapter 6 one of the gunmen describes Rafiq’s “strong spirit”. What
qualities do you think he counts as ‘strong’? Do you agree with this?
Which do you admire and which not?
3. Give examples from the book showing how Rafiq’s heart hardens and he
grows in ruthlessness.
4. Pride and shame are strong themes in the book. List some examples of
actions and attitudes which give rise to pride or shame in the characters.
Would the same things make you proud or ashamed?
5. Throughout the book the author zooms in and out of the action like a
camera lens, focusing on certain scenes (laying mines, bombing the
temple in Poonch). Why do you think she chooses to highlight these
particular events and let long stretches of time pass in between?
6. “If you are not free then you are nothing,” says Rafiq’s father. Do you
agree with him? How do you define freedom?
7. He continues, “But there are right and wrong ways to gain your freedom”.
Make your own list of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ ways.

8. The book has several big coincidences, especially towards the end. Find
three after the time Jameela and Mamma talk to the distraught village
mother in chapter 18. Do you find these coincidences convincing? Why/
not?
9. How much sympathy do you have for Rafiq? Although captured, do you
think he had choices in the story? At which points?
Activities
1. During Rafiq’s absence, Jameela shares memories of him to bring him to
life for her little brother Imaam. Make up some more memories about
what Rafiq got up to as a young boy at home, based on your knowledge of
his character now that you’ve read the book. Write them as if telling a
story to your little brother or sister.
2. Page 161 recounts a folk tale that explains the cause of dust storms and
rain. Write your own story to ‘explain’ an Irish weather phenomenon e.g.
flooding, hail, autumn, etc.
3. Page 172 refers to Samir’s capture by the police in Poonch. Write the
dialogue as they question him about the bombing of the temple.
4. You are Mamma, unable to read or write. Find a way of creating a
shopping list of all you need to buy at Varamahula market (e.g. cloth,
spices, pots etc.). How can you record what amounts you’ll need (e.g. of
rice) without being able to write numbers?
5. Write a scene from a play or book sequel to Chalkline showing Rafiq
returning to his village home with Mamma and Jameela. Think especially
about Papa’s reaction, as well as those of the younger siblings. Remember
they haven’t seen Rafiq for 5 years. Mahmood might just remember him.
Afrah was a toddler when Rafiq left and Imraan a baby; they will only
know him from Jameela’s stories.
6. What about the other villagers’ reactions? Using worksheet 1 as a
template write a newspaper report of his return, including quotes from
villagers. Perhaps some are delighted he’s back, while others are horrified
by his acts of terrorism and think he should be punished. What about
families whose sons never returned? What about the headmaster?
7. Perhaps, after he comes home, Rafiq finishes teaches Jameela to read and
write. Remember that Papa doesn’t approve of education for girls. Write a
letter from Jameela to Papa explaining why she believes girls should learn
to read and write and go to school.

8. Design a poster for a campaign to protest against the recruitment of
children as soldiers all round the world. Make up a logo, slogan etc. for the
poster. See www.cyberschoolbus.un.org/childsoldiers/webquest,
www.amnesty.org, www.hrw.org to find out how you can protest against
using children as soldiers.
9. Find out about Amnesty International. Why not set up your own Amnesty
youth group at school? See www.amnesty.org.uk/youth
10. As outlined at the end of the book, the United Nations (UN) Convention on
the Rights of the Child forbids the participation of children under eighteen
in armed conflict. What other rights do you think children should enjoy?
Using worksheet 2, list 10 of your own children’s rights (things to which
you think children under 18 should be entitled). Then compare it with the
summary of the UN Rights of the Child below.
A brief summary of rights under the Convention on the Rights of the Child:
Article 1 (Definition of the child): The Convention defines a 'child' as a person below the age of
18, unless the laws of a particular country set the legal age for adulthood younger.
Article 2 (Non-discrimination): No child should ever be treated unfairly.
Article 3 (Best interests of the child): All adults should do what is best for children. When
adults make decisions, they should think about how their decisions will affect children.
Article 4 (Protection of rights): Governments must do all they can to make sure children’s
rights are respected, protected and fulfilled. They must help families protect children’s rights and
create an environment where they can grow and reach their potential.
Article 5 (Parental guidance): Governments should respect the rights and responsibilities of
families to guide their children so that, as they grow, they learn to use their rights properly.
Governments must protect and help families to fulfil their role as nurturers of children.
Article 6 (Survival and development): Children have the right to live. Governments should
make sure that children survive and develop healthily.
Article 7 (Registration, name, nationality, care): All children have the right to a legally
registered name, officially recognised by the government. Children have the right to a nationality
(to belong to a country). Children also have the right to know and, as far as possible, to be cared
for by their parents.
Article 8 (Preservation of identity): Children have the right to an identity – an official record of
who they are. Governments should respect children’s right to a name, a nationality and family
ties.
Article 9 (Separation from parents): Children have the right to live with their parent(s), unless
it is bad for them. Children whose parents do not live together have the right to stay in contact
with both parents, unless this might hurt the child.
Article 10 (Family reunification): Families whose members live in different countries should
be allowed to move between those countries so that parents and children can stay in contact, or
get back together as a family.

Chalkline – Worksheet 1(see Activity 6 above)
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Chalkline – Worksheet 2 (See activity 10 above)
New Rights of the Child by :
Article 1:________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Article 2:________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Article 3:________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Article 4:________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Article 5:________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Article 6:________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Article 7:________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Article 8:________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Article 9:________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Article 10:_______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

COLM AND THE LAZARUS KEY
By Kieran Mark Crowley

ISBN: 978-1-05635-646-6 (PBK)
Published by Mercier Press
Summary
Colm and his parents are returning his cousin - known as The Brute - to his
family after a fortnight of looking after him. With their very different characters,
they have struggled to get along and even Colm’s parents are nearing the end of
their patience with their houseguest. However, the quartet must spend one final
night together in a strange old hotel when The Brute’s mother’s return is
delayed.
The Red House Hotel, appears closed when they arrive but owner Mrs McMahon
persuades them that is a simple misunderstanding and they check in for the
night. Mrs McMahon’s daughter Marie and granddaughter Lauryn have tried to
discourage the guests but Mrs McMahon is determined that the hotel, its staff
and guests will all operate as normal. The Brute is very taken with Lauryn and
amid much blushing and stammering attempts to catch her eye. He enlists Colm
and his interest in books to help him win Lauryn over.
Meanwhile Cedric Murphy, a private detective, and his assistant Kate are
employed by a mystery figure and set out to find an individual. Working for this
client makes Cedric particularly apprehensive and he approaches this job with
palpable fear. Back at the hotel library Colm finds The Book of Dread and piecing
together the clues within, along with the strange happenings at the hotel, Colm
and The Brute find themselves hurtling into a fast paced mystery. The history of
the hotel’s previous inhabitants the DeLancey-O’Briens is full of peril and
intrigue, all bound-up with the fate of the Lazarus Key.
The Brute follows Lauryn into the woods and uncovers an underground chamber
with a half dead inhabitant. Following a final confrontation in the woods,
involving everyone, the mystery of the Lazarus Key is resolved and Colm, his
cousin and his family can all return to normality.

About the Author
Kieran Mark Crowley grew up in Mallow, Co.
Cork and returned there four years ago after
fifteen years in Dublin. He completed a
Certificate in Transport Management in DIT
and has worked in the revenue department in
Aer Lingus and Dublin Airport for ten years.
His hobbies are reading, watching DVDs,
playing football, running the occasional
marathon, snowboarding in such a manner as
to be more likely to injure others than himself,
and learning to surf. His story The Hopless Frog
was runner-up in Walker Books Story
Challenge 2007.
Reading Journal
The suggestions below highlight some important things to look out for as you
progress through the book. Try to make notes and record your changing responses
to the story, as this will be useful when you come to tackle the questions and
activities featured on the following pages...
Read Chapters 1 - 2
• Chapters 1 and 2 each start with a different set of characters and each
begin a seemingly unconnected story. Why do you think the author chose
to do this?
•

What sort of characters feature in chapter 1 and what characters feature
in chapter 2. Which do you prefer?

•

Can you guess how these two stories might interact later in the book? Do
both chapters relate to the book title?

Read Chapter 3 - 4
• Which characters feature in these chapters? The Red House Hotel seems
to be a little strange, can you pinpoint clues that make it clear that the
hotel is a little unusual. What sort of hotel would The Brute like it to be?
•

Between chapter 3 and 4, the author includes a special excerpt - how do
we know what this is? In what way does this text look different?

•

Who is Kate Finkle? What is her relationship to Cedric Murphy?

Read Chapters 5 - 6
• What are Colm and The Brute discussing in these chapters? Is their
relationship changing? What role does Lauryn play in this? Does Colm
learn any more about the hotel?
•

What about the excerpts from The Book of Dread? What do they tell us?
How is the book connected to the hotel? Do you believe the curse of the
book?

Read Chapters 7 - 8
• Why are Cedric and Kate in Shannon Airport? Who are they looking for?
Who is Mr Stoker mentioned in The Book of Dread (excerpt 5)?
•

Why does Colm lie to his parents? How does he make the lie convincing?
What is The Brute doing? What have we learnt about The Brute’s
relationship with his mother?

Read Chapters 9 - 10
• Excerpt 6 from The Book of Dread is much longer than previous ones what does it tell us? Does is advance the story?
•

What is the Lazarus key?

•

Why does the Brute go into the woods? What does Colm find when he
returns to the hotel room? Who do you think left the note?

Read Chapters 11 - 12
• Why does everyone end up in Colm’s room? How does the Brute react
when he returns? Do you think his reaction is a typical reaction? How
does Colm uncover who wrote the note?
•

What happens to the Brute when he relaxes in the hotel room? What does
he find in his pocket?

•

Who is Peter Drake? What happens when he talks to Colm? What do you
think Peter Drake is trying to do? What does Kate see in the hotel?

Read Chapters 13 - 14
• What happens when Colm tries to escape from Peter Drake? Where does
Colm find the Brute? What might have happened to him? What is the
Brute scared of? Why is Colm looking for the room key?
•

What is the relationship between Peter Drake and Mrs McMahon like?
What more do we learn about Peter Drake?

Read Chapters 15 - 16
• Who is the new character who arrives? How is he described? What secret
is Colm hiding from Lauryn and The Brute? Why does Colm feel unwell?
What happens to Lauryn’s Mum and Peter Drake?
•

What more do we know about Cedric Murphy and his activities? What
does the creature want? What happens to the Lazarus Key? What happens
to the creature?

Read Chapter 17 and Epilogue
• How does Colm feel leaving the hotel? What are his parents saying? What
happens between The Brute and Lauryn? Where is Peter Drake?
•

Why do the Gardaí believe their story? How does Colm feel about the
Brute now?

•

What is the role of the Epilogue? Which characters feature? If there is a
sequel to the book what do you think might happen?

Questions
1. Colm and the Brute are cousins but they are very different. Can you list all
the differences between them? Include things like physical appearance,
age and interests.
2. Family is a strong theme in the book? Can you list all the families
mentioned. Are any of them like your family? Why/ not?
3. The Red House Hotel is quite a spooky place. Can you write a short
description of the hotel? Now write a description of an even spookier
place.
4. In the Library, Colm discovers The Book of Dread. What other books
might be discovered there if he had more time?
5. Lauryn uses the phrase “Philadelphia Born and bred, Go Eagles!” when
people ask here if she is American - what does this mean? Can you think
of a similar phrase you could use when people ask you where you are
from?
6. The book mentions several figures from history including Bram Stoker
and Atila the Hun. What other figures are mentioned? What do you know
about them?

Activities
1. Much of the humour in the book is contained in the dialogue. See for
example the passages on page 73 -75. Select two passages containing
humorous dialogue. Compare the passages using headings such as
context, character, style and humour.
2. Examine all the excerpts from The Books of Dread, then create an extra
excerpt, telling more of the story of Hugh De Lancey.
3. The Lazarus Key was destroyed when it was submerged in hydrochloric
acid. Can you imagine some other ways to destroy it? Where do you think
the other two keys are? Can you draw a treasure map to show how to
reach them?
4. Colm’s parent decide they can’t tell The Brute’s mother the truth about
what happened at the hotel? What do you think they will tell her? Write a
letter from the Brute to his mother explaining what happened to his
jacket at the hotel.
5. When Gardaí arrive at an incident they must take statements from
witnesses. Imagine you are a Garda interviewing Mrs MacMahon, what
questions would you ask her? Imagine you are Mrs MacMahon and
complete your statement.
6. The MacMahons are sure the hotel will not be as popular following the
spooky occurrences. What could they do to help promote the hotel?
Design an advertisement for The Red House Hotel to be published in the
local paper to increase visitors. Maybe they could market the hotel for
ghost tours?

Colm and the Lazarus Key - Worksheet 1
Lots of characters in the novel use nicknames and false names. In some instances
names are used as insults or a character uses a special name to make themselves
feel better. Fill in the table below, inserting the correct character name to match
their nickname. Remember - some characters may have more than one nickname
or false name!
Nickname
The Brute

Character’s Name

Mr Smith
The Rancid Reject
Mope
Babe
Kid
Superdude
Bullkiller
Dogpoo
Eight Dwarf
Why not create some new nicknames for characters in the book as well?
Character’s Name
Colm’s Father
Colm’s Mother
Peter Drake
Cedric Murphy
Mrs MacMahon
Kate Finkle
Lauryn
Colm

Nickname

Michael

Colm
and the Lazarus Key - Worksheet 1
The Lazarus Key Symbol is included on page 48 of the book.
SYMBOL
• noun
1. a thing that represents or stands for something else,
especially a material object representing something abstract.
2. a mark or character used as a conventional representation
of something, e.g. a letter standing for a chemical element.
Oxford English Dictionary Definition
Create your own secret society symbols below using the shapes below. Include
the name of your society beneath each picture

THE EYEBALL COLLECTOR
By F.E. Higgins

ISBN 978-0230532281 (HBK)
ISBN 978-0330453615 (PBK)
Published by Macmillan
Summary
From the first few paragraphs the reader is dragged into the sinister world of
Urbs Umida and it’s curious inhabitants.
A butterfly collector, Augustus Fitzbaudly, is swindled out of everything he has
by a villain named Gulliver Truepin whose subsequent wearing and collection of
glass eyeballs distinguish Truepin rather gruesomely from what is a cast of
oddities. His son Hector, our hero, sets out for revenge. His search for the villain
takes him to the isolated gothic mansion called Withypitts Hall and into contact
with its twisted inhabitant Lady Mandible. Hector must decide between his own
morality and conscience and the urge for vengeance for the wrongs done to his
father.
The author catches the atmosphere remarkably well; this novel is dark and
sinister filled with menacing characters, each with their own individual demons.
The characters described and some of their more gruesome (yet hilarious)
tendencies keep the reader hooked from start to finish. This is essentially a
moral tale, and its many twists and turns finally bring the reader to a satisfactory
conclusion.
NB. This book contains elements that some readers may find disturbing.

About the Author
F. E. Higgins was born in England but grew up in
Ireland. She now lives and writes in a house that
dates back to the fifteenth century, in a small
village in rural Kent. The Black Book of Secrets, her
debut novel, was published in 2007. It met a huge
amount of critical acclaim including being
shortlisted for the Bisto Book of the Year Award.
The Bone Magician, her second novel was
published in 2008 and the fourth story in the series
The Lunatics Curse will be published in July 2010.
Reading Journal
The suggestions below highlight some important things to look out for as you
progress through the book. Try to make notes and record your changing responses
to the story, as this will be useful when you come to tackle the questions and
activities featured on the following pages...
Before you begin
• Study the front cover of your book and compare it with the other design
(for paperback or hardback edition – see images above). What is the
significant difference between the two? Which do you prefer and why?
Record your opinion and reason’s.
•

From the blurb on the back cover – what type of story do you think this
will be? Are you looking forward to reading it?

SECTION 1 - A DIVIDED CITY
Read Chapters 1 - 4
• The author’s introduction includes an extract from a letter written by
Hector to Polly – what does this tell you about the type of person Hector
was?
•

The Ode to Urbs Umida describes the city in which this tale is set – what
sort of place is it? As you read on note the difference between the North
and South of the River Foedus. Describe Hector’s experiences on both
sides.

•

As you read note the different characters we meet – particularly Hector
and Gulliver Truepin. Note their circumstance, appearance and
personality?

•

What do you think happens after the conversation at the end of Chapter
4?

Read Chapter 5 - 10
• Chapter 8 is titled ‘Metamorphosis’ – do you think this is a description of
the changes the characters of Hector and Truepin are undergoing?
Describe the dramatic changes to both characters undergo?
•

Hector adapts to his new life quite quickly – do you think this is a realistic
transition? How do you think you would have reacted?

•

The author uses letters to Polly and newspapers articles to offer the
reader emotional insights into Hector’s story – do you think this is a good
device to use them as another character?

•

Accents play a huge role in novels in character description, note the boys
in the orphanage; we get an immediate sense of them through this device.
Both Hector and Truepin significantly change their accents – in each
instance what are they trying to hide?

•

Who do you think the stranger in Chapter 9 might be?

Read Chapter 11 – 13
• What do you think might be in the crate? Has Truepin/ Bovrik managed
to change his true character completely?
•

Describe your first impression of Withypitts Hall and Lady Mandible – do
you think she is a trustworthy character? What leads you to these
conclusions?

•

Do you have any indication as to what Hector’s plan might be at this
stage? Do you think his anger and desire for revenge have changed him?
How?

SECTION 2 - THE HAIRY-BACKED FOREST HOG
Read Chapters 14 - 26
• Bovrik seems to be obsessed with opulence, colour and texture. He is
particularly obsessed with his collection of eyeballs? What does this tell
you about his character?
•

In chapter 10 and again in 18 and 19 we meet a stranger – do you think
them the same person? Why/ not?

•

Is Hector’s plan becoming more obvious to the reader – what do you think
it is?

•

In chapter 21 Lord Mandible’s music instructor cleverly compliments him
– how does he do this?

•

Is Lady Mandible a more complex character than we first realised? Did
you guess correctly what was in the glass cases in chapter 12?

•

What do you think Lady Mandible’s plans for the butterflies are at the
feast?

•

There is a gruesome scene in this section – the cat eater – this is designed
as entertainment for Lady Mandible. Were you entertained or horrified?
Should the fact that we read about it from Hector’s point of view in a
letter remove us slightly from the scene. Are we?

SECTION 3 - THE MIDSUMMER FEAST
Read Chapters 27 - 36
• What do you think Hector’s special butterflies are for?
•

In chapter 31- what do you think happened Lord Mandible. What sort of
man has Borvik ultimately proved himself to be.

•

What does Hector mean when he says “I have become a wolf”? Can you
sympathise with how he came to be in this situation?

•

What do you think happens next in the story?

•

In the final chapters Hector and Truepin’s true identities and natures
come to the fore? Do you think they ever really changed despite their
disguise?

•

Did the story resolve itself satisfactorily? Did you guess who the stranger
was? Has Hector resolved his feelings towards Truepin?

•

What do you think happened each of the six servants?

•

Hectors story doesn’t truly finish with the final chapter as he heads off to
become Ludlow’s apprentice. What do you think this involves?

•

Having now finished, who do think this novel is aimed at? Did you enjoy
it?

Questions
1. Do you think Hector is a worthy hero? Do you relate to him and the
decisions he makes?
2. Do you feel any sympathy towards Truepin/ Bovrik at the end of his
journey?
3. We know that Hector’s letters never reach Polly – do you think Hector
intends them more as a diary or log?
4. What lesson do you think Hector learned most by the end of this tale?

5. Study the front two covers again. Look at your original opinion of the
designs recorded in your reading diary – which do you prefer now having
read the book? Which do you think better reflects the story inside?
6. The life cycle of a butterfly is as follows, egg – pupae – caterpillar –
butterfly. They start as ugly grubs but blossom into colourful opulent
creatures for a brief life and then they die. In the book, whose character
does this life cycle mirror?
7. What do you think of the character of the stranger – who turns out to be
Mrs Fitch’s son Ludlow? Did his character intrigue you when he first
appeared or confuse you? (To find out further details of Ludlow read The
Black Book of Secrets and The Bone Magician.)
8. Wlthough Urbs Umida is a fictional place, which real period of history do
you think the book is most likely set in? What led you to this decision?
Back up your reasoning with extracts from the book.
9. There are numerous gruesome scenes in this novel - particularly the cat
eater, Lady Mandible’s paintings in blood, the hairy-backed forest hog
chair and Lady Mandibles cloak of butterflies. Do you think they were
funny or frightening? What role did they serve in the book?
Activities
1. Riddles play a major role in this book – they save Hector from a beggars
fate, allow him to entertain and make friends and almost decide the fate of
a prisoner. Did you decipher all the spoken riddles as you went through
the book (the solutions are at the back)? Create or research some riddles
of your own and challenge your friends.
2. Chapters 29 – 32 put in train a startling sequence of events. From the
start of the feast, through the death of Lord Mandible, the cloak of
butterflies, the charging Hog, the escape of Borvik, etc. Take on the role of
Tarquin Faulkner, gossip journalist of the Diurnal Journal and write an
article using the details from your ‘source’. (See Chapter 36 for Tarquin’s
real account of the events). If your group is large, you each might like to
write the article from the point of view of different correspondents –
crime, fashion, breaking news, lifestyle and so on.
3. Imagine that Polly does receive Hector’s letters – reply to each offering
Hector your opinion and advice on the unfolding events and how you feel
about the decisions he has taken. (Remember you do not know exactly
what is occurring only what Hector mentions in his letters. However,
perhaps Ludlow is also writing to Polly keeping her up-to-date on events,
so she could offer veiled advice to Hector).
4. The people and place names in this novel are often very descriptive – look
back through all the different characters that you meet, what do their

names tell you about them? Why is it important that those who are ‘good’
have simple names, like Hector, Polly, and Solomon? Imagine a new
character for Urbs Umida – write a description of their appearance, think
of a clever name and what past ‘indiscretions’ they may have committed
(perhaps implying this somehow in the name).
5. Most of the interesting characters in this book have collections;
butterflies, eyeballs, gruesome oddities, even Hector’s letters – think of
something for your character to collect. When you are finished draw a
caricature of him/ her – create a wall of fame in your classroom/ library.
6. Do you think the fates of the characters are plausible? We know that
people like Mrs Fitch and even Hector himself undergo some sort of
redemption? But do you think the fates of the double-crossing characters
at the end are just? Do you think Lady Mandible really dies? Imagine her
escape from the carnage in the hall and her subsequent reinvention as a
Lady in the court of a European Prince? Write a description of her escape
from Withypitts, her journey to Europe and finally her transformation. Do
you think it is possible that she has done this in the past before she
married Lord Mandible?

The Eyeball Collector – Worksheet 1
In the book, Truepin/ Bovrik is
obsessed by collecting jewelled
eyeballs. Lots of people like to collect
old and rare things (though usually not
so strange!) and they will usually
organise fairs to buy and swap different
items.
In the space provided below, create a
poster advertising your own Collector’s
Fair, featuring things that you and your
friends/ family have collected in the
past, as well as any other weird and wonderful curiosities you think will draw
the crowds! Be sure to include details of the name, date and venue, then compare
your finished designs with other group members.

The Eyeball Collector – Worksheet 2
For the cover of the new paperback edition, the
designers have made the decision to include an
image of the Eyeball Collector himself. Do you like
this or think it gets in the way of how you personally
imagine him to look?
Using the boxes below, sketch out your own artist’s
impression of the character, drawing on evidence
from the text and your “mind’s eye”. Include a
written description, including any direct quotations
from the book, on the right-hand side.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

HEAD and FACE

BODY and CLOTHING

GLUAISEACHT
Le Alan Titley

ISBN: 978-1857917550 (PBK)
An Gúm (Baile Átha Cliath)
Achoimre
Scéal coscrach faoi bhuachail óg a dhéanann a shlí trí ghaineamhlach na hAfraice,
faoi bhagairt cogaidh agus é ag súil lena bhealach a dhéanamh chun na hEorpa.
Lá amháin nuair a thagann sé abhaile ón tobar, feiceann sé coirp mharbha a
chomharsana ar fud an tsráidbhaile bhig agus a theaghlach imithe gan trácht gan
tuairisc. Is léir gur tháinig 'saighdiúirí', gur mharaigh siad gach duine agus go
bhfuil an sráidbhaile bánaithe go hiomlán acu. .
Imíonn an buachaill leis ag iarraidh cabhair a fháil ach ní féidir leis aon chabhair
a fháil ach síob i leoraí agus geallúint go dtabharfaíchun na hEorpa é. Lena
cheann lán de scéalta faoi ór ar shráideanna na hEorpa, agus an tuairim aige go
bhfuil gach duine den Eoraip saibhir, téann sé ar an turas fada contúirteach. .
Agus é ar a shlí bualann an buachaill seo gan ainm le daoine de gach cineál, idir
chruálach agus chineálta, agus in ainneoin uafáis an turais ní thagann aon
mheath ar a rún an Eoraip a bhaint amach.
Is leabhar cumhachtach, corraitheach é seo a insíonn scéal an-tábhachtach.
Leabhar dea-scríofa is ea é a fhanann leat i bhfad tar éis duit é a léamh. Scéal
tragóideach atá inste go gleoite.

An Scríbhneoir
Is duine de mhórscríbhneoirí na Gaeilge é Alan Titley. Tá
idir úrscéalta, ghearrscéalta, dhrámaí don stáitse agus don
raidió, scripteanna teilifíse agus saothair acadúla scríofa
aige.
Tá scéalta agus drámaí leis aistrithe go scata teangacha
eile. Is tráchtaire aitheanta liteartha agus cultúrtha é agus
tá sé ina Ollamh le Nua-Ghaeilge i gColáiste na hOllscoile,
Corcaigh.
Dialann Léitheoireachta
Sna moltaí seo thíos cuirtear béim ar chuid de na rudaí ar
cheart duit a bheith ag faire amach dóibh agus an leabhar á léamh agat. Déan
iarracht nótaí a scríobh de réir mar a bhíonn do thuairimí faoin scéal ag athrú,
mar go gcabhróidh sé seo leat tabhairt faoi na ceisteanna agus na gníomhaíochtaí
sna leathanaigh seo a leanas...
Sula n-osclaíonn tú an leabhar:
• Féach ar chlúdach an leabhair seo. Cad atá le feiceáil? An gcuireann an
clúdach seo fonn ort an leabhar a phiocadh suas agus a léamh? Cén fáth?
•

Féach ar an teideal ‘Gluaiseacht’. Ag amharc ar an teideal seo cad a
cheapfá a bheadh mar ábhar don leabhar? An bhfuil tú ag tnúth le cuid
mhór ón leabhar seo mar gheall ar do réamhthuairimí?

Léigh Caibidil 1:
• Tar éis an chéad chaibidil a léamh, cén tuairim atá agat faoin reacaire?
Cén saghas duine atá ann? An maith leat é? Cén fáth?
•

Cén saghas áit chónaithe atá aige? Déan cur síos air. An gcruthaíonn an túrscéal íomhánna láidre i d'intinn? Conas a dhéanann sé é sin?

•

Tabhair faoi deara an té a chastar ar an reacaire tar éis dó an baile a
fhágáil agus cad a tharlaíonn eatarthu. Cad atá ag tarlú dar leat? An
mínítear go soiléir é? An gcuireann sé fonn ort leanúint ar aghaidh ag
léamh? Cén Fáth?

•

Cé hiad na daoine a chastar ar an reacaite ag deireadh Chaibidil 1? Cén
phlean atá acu chun cabhrú leis? Cén bharúil atá agat fúthu agus faoina
gcás go ginearálta?

Léigh Caibidil 2:
• Déan nóta de thuras ár reacaire agus dá chuid mothúchán faoi. An bhfuil
bá agat lena chás go dtí seo? Cén Fáth? Cén fhianaise atá sa téacs gur turas
fada a bhí ann?
•

Cuirtear an 'Fear Oíche' in aithne dúinn sa chaibidil seo. Cén bharúil atá
agat de? Cén chuspóir atá aige sa scéal? An dóigh leat gur pearsa
thábhachtach é? Cén fáth?

•

Sa chaibidil seo caite cuid den lucht taistil amach i lár an fhásaigh chun
bás a fháil. Cad a mhothaíonn tú faoin gcasadh seo sa scéal? An nathraíonn sé do dhearcadh faoi na daoine? Conas?

•

Déantar fear a lámhach agus é ag iarraidh a bheatha féin a shábháil. Cad a
mhothaíonn tú faoi sin? An bhfuil tú ag teacht ar thuiscint faoi chruáil an
tsaoil atá acu?

Léigh Caibidil 3:
• Cuirtear Fatima in aithne dúinn sa chaibidil seo, cailín atá ar chomhaois
leis an reacaire. Cad é do bharúil di? Cén chineál duine í? Cad atá éagsúil
fúithi?
•

Cuirtear an lucht taistil go léir as na trucail i lár an fhásaigh agus deirtear
leo a mbealach féin a dhéanamh chun na hEorpa. Cad a mhothaíonn tú
faoi seo? Leanann na teastalaithe ar aghaidh leo, cad adeir sé seo fúthu?
An bhfuil meas agat orthu? Cén fáth?

•

Tagann na carachtair ar aghaidh go campa atá timpeallaithe le sreang
dheilgneac. Cad atá anseo dar leat? An bhfuil dóchas agat faoina bhfuil i
ndán dóibh?

Léigh Caibidil 4:
• Cuirtear fáilte roimh na carachtair sa champa. Cén chineál áite é? Cén
saghas daoine atá ann? An bhfuil dóchas agat do na carachtair?
•

Geallann ceannaire an champa go dtabharfaidh sé chun na hEorpa iad ach
cuireann sé iachall ar gach duine a gcuid bagáiste a fhágáil agus fanacht
ciúin sa bhád. Cad atá ag dul ar aghaidh? Cad é do bharúil faoi seo?

Léigh Caibidil 5:
• Tá an Eoraip sroichte ag an reacaire agus ag Fatima. Cé chomh difriúil
is atá sí óna n-áit dhúchais? An bhfuil cosúlachtaí ann? Cad a
mhothaíonn tú agus a gceann scríbe bainte amach acu faoi dheireadh?
•

Cad é do thuairim faoin mbuachaill a chastar ar an reacaire sa
mhargadh? Cad a tharlaíonn eatarthu? Déan cur síos ar a chás siúd. .

Léigh Caibidil 6:

•

Cad a scar Fatima agus an reacaire óna chéile? An dtuigeann tú cad atá
ag titim amach? Cad a cheapann tú atá ag tarlú? An n-athraíonn sé seo
do bharúil faoin 'Eoraip' agus faoina bhfuil le tairiscint aici do na
carachtair?

•

Cad a tharla do Fatima dar leat?

•

Cad a tharla don reacaire? Cad é do thuairim faoi seo?

•

Ar thaitin críoch an leabhair seo leat? Ar tugadh na snátha go léir le
chéile?

Ceisteanna
1. Cad é ba chúis le turas an reacaire? Cén fáth go raibh air a shráidbhaile
dúchais a fhágáil agus dul chun na hEorpa?
2. Cad iad na ceachtanna a bhí le múineadh ag an 'fear oíche'?
3. Cad atá i gceist ag an fear ar an mbád nuair a labhraíonn sé faoin sicín ar
leathanach 83?
4. Tá cuid de ghnéithe deartha an leabhair spéisiúil. Cad é do bharúil faoi
úsáid na montáistí de phictiúir ar leathanaigh áirithe (m.sh. lch. 32-33, 7879, 97). An maith leat an teicníc seo? An gcabhraíonn sé leat an scéal a
thuiscint níos fearr?
5. Cad atá ar eolas agat cheana féin faoi chogadh agus imirce? Cén bhaint atá
acu le chéile? Pléigh é seo.
6. Cad í an chinniúint atá ann do Fatima agus don reacaire? Mínigh conas ar
tharla sé seo dóibh.
Leathanaigh Gníomhaíochta
1. Tá críoc.h an-bhrónach leis an úrscéal seo. Déan iarracht malairt críche a
chruthú i do shamhlaíocht agus bain úsáid as do stíl scríbhneoireachta
féin chun críoch níos sona a chruthú don scéal.
2. Samhlaigh go bhfuil turas mar atá sa leabhar seo á dhéanamh agat. Bain
úsáid as bileog oibre 1 agus scríobh cúpla litir ghearr chuig na daoine a
d'fhág tú i do dhiaidh. Mínigh cad atá ag tarlú agus conas a mhothaíonn tú
ag pointí suntasacha ar an turas.
3. Cé go bhfuil an t-úrscéal seo maisithe, ní thugtar aon phictiúr de na
carachtair. Cruthaigh pictiúir de na carachtair is fearr leat - más maith
leat, is féidir triail a bhaint as stíl na montáiste trí íomhánna ón idirlíon a
phriontáil agus colláis (collage) a dhéanamh astu. Déan cinnte go

gcuireann tú cúlra oiriúnach isteach don radharc. Nuair a bhíonn sé seo
déanta agat, cuir do shaothar i gcomparáid le saothar na ndaltaí eile.
4. Cuir tús le díospóireacht i do ghrúpa leis an rún seo: "Ba chóir dúinne mar
Eorpaigh cabhrú leo siúd atá níos measa as ná muid féin trí fháilte a chur
roimh inimirceoirí inár dTíortha". Cuir dhá fhoireann le chéile agus cuirigí
na hargóintí 'ar son' agus 'in aghaidh' an rúin i láthair. Iarr ar cheannaire
an ghrúpa feidhmiú mar mholtóir agus an vóta réitigh a chaitheamh más
gá.
5. An bhféadfaí scannán maith a dhéanamh as Gluaiseacht dar leat?
Samhlaigh go n-iarrtar ort scannán a bhunú ar an leabhar. Cad iad na
gnéithe den scéal nó na radharcanna tábhachtacha a úsáidfeá? Cá mbeadh
láíthreacha maithe don ghníomhaíocht, cén cheol a bheadh oiriúnach agus
cad iad na daoine a phiocfá le bheith ina réaltaí? Bain úsáid as Bileog
Oibre 2 chun struchtúr an scéil a chruthú, cuir clár scéil le chéile do
bhuaicphointí an phlota. Ní gá an-chuid sonraí a chur sna pictiúir,
sceitseanna a bheadh iontu chun tuairim a thabhairt de pheispicíocht an
cheamara agus cad a bheadh sa seat.

Gluaiseacht – Bileog Oibre 1 (féach gníomhaíocht 2 thuas)
Litir 1 – Dáta:

Áit:

A…a rún
________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Litir 2 – Dáta:

Áit:

A…a rún
________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Litir 3 – Dáta:

Áit:

A…a rún
________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Gluaiseacht – Bileog Oibre 2 (féach gníomhaíocht 5 thuas)
NB. Cruthaítear clár scéil go luath agus scannán á fhorbairt. Cabhraíonn sé leis an
striúrthóir na radharcanna a phleanáil, ionas go mbeidh pictiúr ar fáil mar threoir
do scannánú an lae nuair a bhíonn na haisteoirí agus an criú ar an láthair. Bíonn
sé cosúil le stiallchartún, agus tugann sé léargas den ghluaiseacht na
gníomhaíochta ó pheirspicíocht an cheamara. Is minic a chuirtear tuairisc ghearr
nó sliocht as an chomhrá faoi gach fráma bosca.
TEIDEAL AN RADHAIRC:
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Gluaiseacht – THE MOVIE – Director’s notes
Locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
___
Actors: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
___
Music: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
___
Other notes: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
___

LINCOLN AND HIS BOYS
By Rosemary Wells

Illustrated by P.J. Lynch

ISBN 9780763637231 (HBK)
Published by Candlewick Press/ Walker Books
Summary
The book is set in the United States in the late 1850s. With the country on the
verge of collapse, a newly elected president comes to Washington D.C., with his
young family. Willie and Tad Lincoln have much to learn about their father’s new
responsibilities, but they know all about his playful side — and how to draw out
his gentle, patient nature, even in the darkest moments. Told from a child’s-eye
perspective and illustrated with luminous oils, this is an intimate portrait of an
exceptional family living through extraordinary times.
About the Illustrator
P.J. Lynch was born and raised in Belfast and began to draw
when he was very young. Finding the city a scary place to be
as a teenager in the 1970s, Lynch took solace in holidays at
his mother’s family farm where he was encouraged to pursue
his artistic interests.
Well known in publishing for the research he devotes to his
exquisite and detailed illustrations, he has won the Kate
Greenaway Medal for outstanding illustration in children’s
books twice and is a three-time recipient of the Christopher Medal, which is
awarded to works that “affirm the highest dignity of the human spirit.”
Today, Lynch continues to explore new ways to expand upon his art and hopes to
one day produce books that are utterly different from the classic styles he is
currently famous for. Lynch has been shortlisted for the Bisto Awards on

numerous previous occasions and won the Book of the Year Award in 1996 for
The Christmas Miracle of Jonathan Toomey.
About the Author
Born in New York City, Rosemary Wells grew up in a house filled with “books,
dogs, and nineteenth-century music.” After a brief tenure at the Museum School
in Boston, she married and began a career as a book designer, then published her
own first picture book in 1968. From the start, Rosemary Wells’ work has been
recognized for its strong sense of humour and realism and its gently rebellious
approach to childhood. She has received numerous honours for her picture
books, novels and non-fiction works.
Reading Journal
The suggestions below highlight some important things to look out for as you
progress through the book. Try to make notes and record your changing responses
to the story, as this will be useful when you come to tackle the questions and
activities featured on the following pages...
Before you start the book:
• Look at the cover of the book. Read the title and study the picture. What
do you think this book is going to be about? Do you know who Lincoln is?
Does the illustration help you guess?
•

Judging by the cover, who do you think this book is aimed at? Would you
like to read it yourself? Why/ not?

Read the section titled ‘Willie, 1859’
• Who is telling the story? Look at the first picture (p.9). Does it go well
with the text? What can you guess from it about each member of the
Lincoln family?
•

Willie is excited because he discovers many new or strange things (trains,
palm trees, harps). Are these things new or strange to you? Can you
understand Willie’s reaction to them?

•

Father and son come back home and step out of the train. Is it a good
place to end the section?

•

On the whole, did you find this section informative, moving, funny,
exciting?

Read the section titled ‘Willie and Tad, 1861’
• What happened between the end of the first section and the beginning of
the second? Why do you think the author skipped those events? Is it
effective or confusing?
•

Read the episode about the muffins. Do you understand why Tad reacts in
this way?

•

Look at the picture in the train carriage (p.42). Is it what you expect the
inside of a train carriage to look like? There’s a lot of movement in this
image. How is it achieved?

•

What are the ‘war clouds’? What do they represent? How are they
introduced in the story? Keep track of them as you read.

•

Look at pages 50 and 54 - do you find these pictures darker, more solemn
than the rest? Why? Has the mood of the story changed?

•

Do you believe Lincoln when he says the boys’ fort will scare the enemy?
Do the boys believe him? Does it matter?

Read the section titled ‘Tad, 1862-1865’
• Who is telling the story in this section? Did you expect it? What do you
think of the beginning of this section? Is it shocking? Moving? Sad?
•

Now that Willie is gone, we learn more about him. Was he a good brother?
How do the different characters react to Willie’s death? Which do you feel
closest to? Are they convincing?

•

Look at pages 86-87. Do you think Lincoln’s decision to walk through
Richmond is a brave one? Look at the picture: is there a lot of tension in
it? What does Tad feel? Would you feel the same?

•

At the end, Tad gets what he wants: his father agrees to go home. Do you
think it will happen? Do you think it will solve Tad’s problems?

•

What is the atmosphere in the last illustration? Do you feel you’re
included in the picture? What are your feelings when you read the last
pages? Hope? Curiosity? Sadness?

Once you have finished
• Did you like this book overall? Why/ not?
•

Did you think the pictures are well chosen? Would you have liked more
illustrations? If so, which episodes would you have chosen to illustrate?

Questions

1. This story is set in a different country and a different era, and people have
their own way of speaking. Make a list of these words and expressions.
Are there a lot of them? Do they make the story difficult to read?
2. Which is your favourite picture? Why?
3. The narrators of this story are young children who live in a very adult
world. How is this conveyed in the illustrations?
4. Look at page 17. Who is the centre of attention? Is there more than one?
How is it achieved? Whose point of view is the reader supposed to adopt?
By just looking at the picture, what do you think Willie feels?
5. The events in this story happened 150 years ago. Looking at both the text
and the pictures, make a list of what has changed since then. Look at
people’s clothes, look at the furniture, the boys’ toys, transport, shops, etc.
Is it very different from today? What has stayed the same?
6. Who or what is the “angel of darkness” (p. 29) that Mrs. Lincoln fears?
How do her worries affect the way she lives? How do they affect her sons?
7. Lincoln was famously very tall. How is this hinted at in the text? How is
this shown in the pictures?
8. How does coming to the President’s House change the Lincoln family?
9. What have you discovered about Abraham through the boys’ narratives?
Did the pictures bring extra information?
10. “Children should be seen and not heard” says a member of Cabinet on
page 60. This opinion was very common in the 19th century. Do Abraham
Lincoln and his wife agree with it? What is their attitude towards their
children? Look at the picture on page 59. How do the other adults react?
Activities
1. Can you imagine what it would be like to be the son/ daughter of the U.S.
President today? Write a journal entry about the day your father/mother
was elected President. What happened? What did you feel? Were you
nervous, happy, angry?
2. What happened to the Lincolns after the end of the Civil War (and the end
of this book)? Research both parents, Tad and Bob.
3. Rosemary Wells’ inspiration for this book was Willie Lincoln’s account of
a trip he took with his father in 1859. It was his first time on a train and
he was very excited. Can you write a similar account for what might be a
comparable experience today? Describe what you see, hear, feel, etc.

4. Fill in the ‘Character Sheet’ on worksheet 1, making sure to show where
you got the information from (text or pictures). Some boxes will remain
blank. Did you notice that this information was missing when you read
the book? Did it annoy you? Or did you think it wasn’t needed?
5. There are many different ways to write about people’s lives. You can get
very different information if you read a novel, a history book or a
newspaper article about Abraham Lincoln. Here is a dictionary entry
about him, for example:
Lincoln, Abraham (1809-65), American Republican statesman, 16th
President of the US 1861-5. his election as President on an anti-slavery
platform antipathetic to the interests of the southern states helped
precipitate the American Civil War. He eventually managed to unite the
Union side behind the anti-slavery cause and emancipation was formally
proclaimed on New Year’s Day, 1864. Lincoln won re-election in 1864, but
was assassinated shortly after the surrender of the main Confederate army
had ended the war. During his lifetime, Lincoln was noted for his succinct,
eloquent speeches, including the Gettysburg address of 1863.

From The Oxford English Reference Dictionary, 2nd Edition, 1996.
Did you enjoy reading this entry? Did you understand everything in it?
Did you learn anything more about Abraham Lincoln? Go back to your
CHARACTER SHEET and add in any new information you have found out.
Could you have answered it in the same way if you had only read the
dictionary entry? What would have been different? What would you have
gained and lost? Which of the dictionary entry or the novel is a better read
in your opinion?
6. Lincoln seems to have been a fantastic dad. Can you think of other books
or films where fathers are such positive characters? Look at the other
books on the shortlist and browse through the library (Anthony Browne’s
My Dad, Roald Dahl’s Danny, the Champion of the World, etc.). Pick several
father figures and organise the election of Best Dad of the Year. Get each
group to choose a candidate and run a campaign. Before voting, each
group will need to draw a POSTER (using worksheet 2) and deliver a
speech explaining why ‘their’ best dad should win.

Lincoln and His Boys – Worksheet 1 (see activity 4 above)

CHARACTER SHEET - ABRAHAM LINCOLN
NOVEL TEXT
DATE OF BIRTH
DATE OF
DEATH
NATIONALITY
CAREER
FAMILY

APPEARANCE:
CLOTHES

APPEARANCE:
LOOKS

LIKES
DISLIKES
5 WORDS TO
DESCRIBE HIM

PICTURES

DICTIONARY

Lincoln and His Boys – Worksheet 2 (see activity 6 above)
Draw a picture of your candidate for the Best Dad of the Year election. Don’t forget
his name and the book/ film he’s from. You can add a campaign slogan or short
paragraph about why you think other people should vote for him.

VOTE

FOR BEST DAD
OF THE YEAR 2010!

SOLACE OF THE ROAD
By Siobhan Dowd

ISBN: 978-0385609715 (HBK)
ISBN: 978-1849920056 (PBK)
Published by David Fickling/ Random House
Summary
Solace of the Road tells the story of Holly, a girl desperately lacking selfconfidence and drive, who lives in a care home in London. Shortly after being
adopted by a couple unable to have children, she discovers an old blonde wig
tucked away in a drawer. When she put’s the wig on and looks in the mirror she
imediately turns into ‘Solace’, the smooth-walking, sharp-talking glamour girl.
As Solace, she feels brave enough to head out onto the road in search of her birth
mother, who she believes is now in Ireland.
As she travels West, Holly (as Solace) meets a host of interesting characters,
some likeable, some dislikeable, who all in their own way leave their mark on
her. Nearing the end of her journey of discovery, a near-death experience on a
ferry bound for Ireland forces Holly to remember the fateful night that her
mother abandoned her in their apartment until a social worker discovered her.
With the rediscovery of this painful memory, Holly now finds herself with a
choice to make - throw herself into the Irish Sea or go back to her foster parents
who have been looking for her ever since she left.
NB. This book contains scenes which may not be suitable for younger readers.

About the Author
Siobhan Dowd was born in London to Irish
parents. She spent much of her youth holidaying at
the family home in County Waterford, before
gaining a degree in Classics at Oxford University.
After a short period working in publishing she
then joined the writer’s organisation PEN, where
she held a number of important international
roles.
As an author, she has been described variously as “an outstanding writer’ and ‘a
shining talent.’ Her first novel, A Swift Pure Cry, was published in 2006 and won
the Bisto Eilís Dillion award and the Branford Boase Award, as well as being
shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal and Booktrust Teenage Prize. Her second
novel, The London Eye Mystery, won the Bisto Book of the Year award in 2008
and her third novel, Bog Child won the same prize last year, as well as recieving
the Carnegie Medal.
In August 2007, Siobhan died tragically from cancer, aged just 47. All royalties
from her books now go to the Siobhan Dowd Trust, a charity she created before
her death to support the joy of reading for young people in areas of social
deprivation.
Reading Journal
The suggestions below highlight some important things to look out for as you
progress through the book. Try to make notes and record your changing responses
to the story, as this will be useful when you come to tackle the questions and
activities featured on the following pages...
Before you start the book:
• Look at the cover of the book. Read the title and study the picture. What
do you think this book is going to be about?
•

Judging by the cover who do you think this book is aimed at? Would you
like to choose it yourself in a shop or library? Why/ not?

Read Chapters 1-2:
• The story starts sometime in the future. Do you know what’s going on? Do
the opening paragraphs make you want to read on?
•

What impression do you get of Holly as you read the first two chapters,
what kind of personality has she got? What impression do you get of the
other characters?

•

Note her situation as it stands (where and how she lives, what she puts up
with, etc.).

Read Chapters 3-4:
• What impression do you get of Hollys’ new foster parents? How does
Holly react to/feel about them.
•

How has Holly’s situation changed and how has it stayed the same since
Holly has moved into her new home?

Read Chapters 5-6:
• What caused and led up to the fight between Holly and Fiona. Who was at
fault? How did each of them react to each other? Where do your
sympathies lie?
•

How does the blonde wig Holly found change her as a person. What
changes about her personality, outlook, etc.

•

What discovery do we make about Fiona at the end of chapter six? Does
this change your view of her?

•

So far, what picture do you get of Holly’s birth mother and Ireland.

Read Chapters 7-8:
• How is Holly treated in school by the teachers and the students, and how
does she treat them in turn. Do you feel that Holly behaves badly or can
you understand why she might be acting out?
•

Note the relationship between Holly and Ray. Do you agree with Holly or
Ray concerning the cigarettes? Where do your sympathies lie? What are
your impressions of Ray? Is he a good man?

•

In chapter eight Holly visits her old foster home. How has it changed?
How does she act with her old friends? How do you think she feels about
the whole affair?

Read Chapters 9-10:
• In these chapters Holly finally decides to run away from her new home
and go back to Ireland to find her mother. Describe the reasons and
events that led up to her making such a big decision. Do you think she is
acting rationally?
•

What does Holly decide to bring with her on her journey? Explain what
these items represent to her and the importance of them.

Read Chapters 11-13:
• Note Holly’s journey on the tube and the fright she got from the strange
man. How has other people’s view of her changed since she’s become
Solace?

•

Note how the beauty of the garden effected Holly and the difference
between the garden and the secure unit, where she would be put if caught
trying to run away. Is this contrast effective?

•

Note how memories from Holly’s past are recycled to create a new life for
herself, so as to fool the girl she meets on the bus. Watch out for other
such reacurrences throughout the novel.

Read Chapter 14:
• What leads Holly to shoplift a dress. Do you think it was Holly or Solace
that stole the dress? Do you think it was wrong of her? How did she feel
about it?
•

Solace looks in the mirror and says “You’re dead Holly Hogan.” What does
Holly mean by this? What is the wig doing to Holly?

•

Holly shoplifts again, this time from a charity store. How does she feel
about herself now?

Read Chapters 15-17:
• Note Holly’s experience in Oxford. Do you think it is credible? Do you
think she is handling her situation well?
Read Chapters 18-20:
• In chapter 18 Holly gets a voicemail from an upset Fiona. How do you
think Fiona is feeling? How does Holly feel about that? Do you think Holly
is being cruel or do you sympathise with her?
•

Note Holly’s experience at The Clone Zone. Describe what she did and
how she felt, particularly of the men she danced with.

•

Explain Holly’s experience in Tony’s apartment. How do you feel this
event will effect her? How do you feel that she was willing to go to these
lengths to stay off the streets for a night.

Read Chapter 21:
• What do you think about the sound the clock seems to make at the start of
chapter 21. Do you think this is a clever use of language? Why? Has there
been any other examples of clever language you have noticed so far?
•

Describe the contrast between Holly’s situation at the moment and that of
the dream she had of her childhood in the sky house. What do you think
the aim of this contrast was? Was it effective? Why?

Read Chapter 22:
• How has the experience in Tony’s apartment effected Holly? How does
she try to fix it?

•

In this chapter we find out about some of Holly’s past experiences with
her friends Trim and Grace, for example; the night they all went
“soliciting.” Do you think that this past experience could be effecting how
Holly has been acting? How/not?

•

At the end of this chapter, an imaginary Grace tells Holly to jump off the
bridge. Why do you think Holly imagines this?

•

Holly decided not to jump because “the wig would come off. Then [Solace]
would be dead too.” Is it becoming difficult to separate Holly and Solace as
the story goes on?

Read Chapters 33-39:
• Make a list of all the people Holly has met on her journey. Describe them,
and in turn, what effect each one of them have had on Holly. Also, think
about what she thought of each one.
•

How has our view of Holly’s mother changed as we have read on? What
impression do we get of her as more and more of her personality in put in
front of us?

Read Chapter 40:
• Holly is after leaving her bag, including all her possesions on the train.
How does this effect Holly?
•

What do you think about the references to Charlotte Bronte’s classic
novel, Jane Eyre. What comparisons does Holly draw between herself and
Jane. Do you think these comparisons are clever or effective?

Read Chapters 41-42:
• What similarities does the start of chapter 41 have with chapter 1? Do
you like how the story has been structured? Is it effective in maintaining
your interest?
•

What do you think of Holly’s experience of being locked in the car? Does
this create suspense?

Read Chapter 43:
• What discovery do we make in this chapter? Does this explain a lot?
Were you expecting it?
Read Chapters 44-47:
• What is Holly considering as she stands on the rails of the ferry and thinks
about her past? How do you think she is feeling? What has led her to such
a point of desperation?
•

What makes Holly stop? Does the wind blowing off the wig have anything
to do with this? What other decision does she make?

Read Chapter 48:
• What do you think of the ending of this book? Is it satisfying? Is it
believable? Does it wrap up all the loose-ends?
•

Do you think Holly has developed as a a character throughout the book?

Questions:
1. Who do think this novel is aimed at? For example; gender, age, taste,
etc. Could anyone like/enjoy it? Have solid reasons and points behind
your argument. Use extracts from the book if you wish. Did you
personally like it? Why/not?
2. Describe in detail the change that comes over Holly when she puts on
the wig by comparing and contrasting her and Solace.
3. Why did Fiona and Ray adopt Holly and not have a baby of their own?
4. What kind of relationship do Holly and her foster parents have?
5. Did you think that the things Holly experienced on her journey were
realistic? Explain your opinions using examples from the text to back
them up.
6. What realisation did Holly make near the end of the novel? What led
up to this moment and what caused her to remember?
Activities:
1. Go through the novel and create a timeline of Holly’s journey, starting
from when she left her house, to when she was brought back home.
There is no need to be as specific where the times are concerned, but
do your best.
2. Make a map of Holly’s journey. Copy from an atlas or map the route
she took and pinpoint specific locations from the story.
3. Write a short story about the whole affair from either Fiona or Ray’s
point of view, talking about what they think of Holly, how they feel
when she runs away and when she finally returns.
4. As a group, each create a picture of all the different characters in the
novel and their backrounds. For example; a picture of Holly as a child
in the sky house, a picture of Solace on the road or a picture of Phil in
his truck. This will be a good opportunity to see what impression
everyone got of each character.
5. Take it in turns to act out the conversation you think Holly might have
had with Fiona and Ray when they are finally reunited. Remember to

use your voices and bodies to portray the personalities of different
characters.
6. The Road Trip is a popular genre of film, with many serious and
humorous examples. Imagine you are a director who has been asked
to make a movie of Solace of the Road and create a ‘pitch-pack’ to
attract investors. Who would you cast in the main roles? Is there
anything about the plot you would change? Use the internet to scout
out possible locations. Think about whether it would work better as a
small budget picture or Hollywood blockbuster and tailor your
proposal accordingly.

Solace of the Road - Worksheet 1:
In Solace of the Road, Thule is talked about quite a bit. Whereas Chloe’s Thule
was the Valley of King’s in Egypt, Holly’s Thule was Ireland. Use the space
provided below to describe and draw your peronal Thule. It can either be a real
or imagined place – the choice is yours!

My Thule:____________________________
________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
______________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Solace of the Road - Worksheet 2:
When going on a long journey it is important to take along supplies, just like
Holly did. Imagine you are going on a long journey and you can only bring five
things in your bag. Think carefully about your choice.What would you bring to
help you on your travels and why?

Item 1: _______________________________________
Reason:_______________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Item 2: _______________________________________
Reason:_______________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Item 3: _______________________________________
Reason:_______________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Item 4: _______________________________________
Reason:_______________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Item 5: _______________________________________
Reason:_______________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

THE GATES
By John Connolly

ISBN: 978-0340995808 | ISBN: 978-1444709414 | ISBN: 978-1444706741
(HBK/ TRADE PBK)
(PBK IRE)
(PBK NEW)
Published by Hodder & Stoughton
Summary
The Gates is John Connolly’s first book written specifically for children and
describes itself as “A strange novel for strange young people”. It opens with a
description of how the Universe began. From this introductory science lesson,
we move quickly into the world of the story - to a scene taking place outside
number 666 Crowley Avenue where Samuel and his dachshund, Boswell, are
trick-or-treating (a week early) at the Abernathy’s family home.
When Samuel is turned away, however, he decides to stick around a while
longer. Peering through the window, he witnesses the Abernathys and their
friends becoming posessed by demons intent on opening the gates of Hell by
harnessing the power of the following the Large Hadron Collider. Seeing this,
Samuel tries to warn people about the impending disaster, but as usual no-one
believes him.
When the gates of Hell are finally opened, hundreds of demons pour through and
wreak havoc on the neighbourhood. As the end of the book approaches, Samuel along with his two friends, his mother and a demon named Nurd - manage to
save the day, and they all live happily ever after, apart from the few minor deaths
of the more secondary characters, of course!

The Author
John Connolly was born in Rialto, Dublin in 1968 and
graduated from Dublin City University in 1993 with a
masters in journalism.
As an escape from journalism, John started writing
his first novel in 1993 called Every Dead Thing. It
ways nominated for the Bram Stoker Award for Best
First Novel and went on to win the 2000 Shamus
Award for Best First Private Eye Novel. Since then he
has published extensively for adults, including Dark Hollow, The Killing Kind, The
White Road, The Black Angel,The Unquiet, The Reapers, The Lovers, The
Whisperers, Bad Men and The Book of Lost Things.
He credits veteran authors Ross Macdonald, James Lee Burke and Ed McBain as
major influences, and is often praised for writing in a rich and introspective style
of prose rarely exhibited by other authors within the genre.
Reading Journal
The suggestions below highlight some important things to look out for as you
progress through the book. Try to make notes and record your changing responses
to the story, as this will be useful when you come to tackle the questions and
activities featured on the following pages...
Before reading:
• Look at the cover for your version of The Gates. What immediate
impression does it give you? Does it make you want to pick it up and read
it? Note there are three different designs for this book.
•

Note down what kind of story you think it will be, going by the cover.

Read Chapters 1 - 2:
• What do you think of the opening of the book? Do you think it was an
interesting way to open a book? Does it make you want to read on or not?
Why/not?
•

What impression do you get of Samuel Johnson in Chapter 2? What do you
think of him?

•

At the end of chapter two the Abernathys and the Rennfields are up to
something. What do you think they are up to? What do you think will
happen?

Read Chapters 3 - 4:
• What is happening in chapter three? What do you think it has to do with
the character that appear at the end of this chapter? Are you becoming
more interested? Why?
•

How is Samuel treated in school? Why is this? Does this endear him to
you? Why/not?

•

What happens in the basement of 666 Crowley Avenue in chapter four?
Do you think this scene was written well? Did it frighten or interest you?
Note down what tools the author used to make you feel that way.

Read Chapters 5 - 6:
• What impression do you get of Nurd from chapter five? What is his
relationship with Wormwood? Is this character an interesting
introduction? What do you think his role will be during the course of the
book?
•

What impression do you get of Stephanie? What is Samuel’s relationship
with her like? Do you think the author might be trying to create sympathy
for Samuel so that we will care about him? Discuss.

Read Chapter 7 - 9:
• What impression of Samuel’s mother do you get and what kind of
relationship do you think she and Samuel have? How does the fact that
Samuel’s father is no longer with them effect their relationship?
•

In chapter 9 do you think Mrs Abernathy comes across as a rather
threatening character? How does the author achieve this?

Read chapters 10 - 12:
• What did you think about the conversation between Samuel and the
demon? Was it believable? How/not?
•

How do Nurd and Samuel react to one another. Are their interactions
believable? Has your impression of Nurd changed?

Read chapters 13 - 14:
• How do the vicar and the verger treat Samuel and his questions. How do
you think people feel about Samuel’s story?
•

How does the news that Samuel’s father is not coming home effect
Samuel. How does this news effect his views on the opening of the gates of
Hell? Is this a clever way to portray how he is feeling?

Read chapters 15 - 18:
• What do you think of Mrs. Abernathy’s attempts to kill Samuel so far? Do
you feel that he is managing to survive too easily? Is this realistic?

•

Read chapters 19 - 28:
In these chapters the demons have started pouring through from Hell into
the world. How do you feel, now that they have finally arrived?

•

Do you think the situation is believable? Are you disappointed by how
easily defeated/ sidetracked the demons are?

•

Are you glad to see Nurd again? Has he become a more likeable character?

Read chapter 29 - 33:
• What do you think of these chapters? Do you think Samuel’s plan to defeat
the demons was a good/clever one?
•

Is the ending satisfying? Does it tie up all the loose-ends of the plot?

Questions:
1. Compare and contrast the different cover designs for this book with the
one you have yourself (see images at start of this pack). Which do you
prefer and why?
2. Describe the character of Samuel in detail using examples/quotes from
the novel to support your points.
3. What do you think about the chapter sub-headings? Does it add/take
away from the reading experience in your opinion? Why?
4. Why was Samuel’s mother (and Samuel) so upset throughout the book?
5. What are your feelings on the use of foot notes? Are they interesting? Do
they add/take away from the reading experience? Why?
6. Why do you think the demons want to take over the Earth in the first
place?
7. Did you like the humour in this story? What parts did you find funny?
8. Who do you think this book is aimed at? (Consider gender, age, taste etc.)
Could anyone enjoy it? Discuss.

Activities
1. What would you have done if you were in Samuel’s shoes? Devise your
own strategy to close the gates of Hell and write it out it, draw a plan if
you wish.
2. Research different depictions of demons by painters, sculptures, film
makers and writers. Then find out as much as you can about them, their
name, history, reasons for their creation. How have such representations
changed over time? How have they stayed the same?
3. There are lots of different demons in the novel, each one in charge and/or
responsible for various bad things that happen. Using worksheet 1, create
your own demon. Give it a name, describe its special kills and powers,
then draw a picture of it. Be as imaginative (and disgusting) as you like!
4. Many different cultures and religions have different views of Hell and the
underworld. Search the internet or the library to find two different
versions of Hell, then use worksheet 2 to do a detailed comparison.
5. Create a picture of your own personal Hell. Use colours to portray feelings
and atmosphere as well as including as many things as you can think of
that make you scared and unhappy. If you have already completed
activities 3 and 4, you can use your research as inspiration – perhaps even
do an updated version of an earlier painting or illustration?
6. Do further reserach into the Large Hadron Collider and find out how it
works. Make a list of all the benefits if the scientific experiments work and
all the bad things people have said could happen if it goes wrong.
7. The title of last chapter of the book suggests that we may not have seen
the last of Nurd the demon. Imagine you are John Connolly and write a
letter to your publisher trying to convince them to commission a sequel to
The Gates. Include any storyline ideas and other details that will help
make your case.

The Gates – Worksheet 1 (see activity 3 above)

CREATE YOUR OWN DEMON!
Name: _______________________________________________________________________________
Description: _______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

The Gates – Worksheet 2 (see activity 4) - HELL COMPARISON
First Culture/ Religion:__________________________________________________________
Concept of Hell:____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
Second Culture/ Religion:________________________________________________________
Concept of Hell:___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

SIMILARITIES

DIFFERENCES

THE THIRD PIG DETECTIVE AGENCY
By Bob Burke

ISBN: 978-1906321758 (HBK)
Published by The Friday Project/ Harper Collins
Summary
Harry Pigg is a regular crime-fighting private detective – the only difference
being that he is a pig and the city he inhabits is populated by the great and the
good of the fairytale kingdom! Struggling for business, he takes on a case for no
lesser client than Mr Aladdin himself, one of Grimmtown’s most famous, most
reclusive and richest citizens. His precious lamp has gone missing and it is
Harry’s unenviable mission to retrive it.
Pastiching the style and plotline of American noir fiction, with a healthy slice of
nursey-rhyme fun thrown in for good measure, The Third Pig Detective Agency
establishes Bob Burke as a fresh new voice on the Irish children’s books scene.
With its long cast-list of classic characters and snappy, wise-cracking narration,
there is plenty here to reward those looking for a funny, fast-paced read.
This book is the first in a series, but also stands alone as a distinct story in its
own right.

About the Author
Bob Burke lives in Limerick with his wife and three
children. He admits to having an obsession with
Chelsea Football Club and Munster rugby. After
spending over twenty years working in IT he
decided that writing is more fun.
To the best of his knowledge he has never met a
fairytale character but hasn’t given up hope yet. The
Third Pig Detective Agency is his first novel, but he
hopes to publish many more in the future. The
second book in the Harry Pigg series, The Ho Ho Ho
Mysetry, due out later this year.
Reading Journal
The suggestions below highlight some important things to look out for as you
progress through the book. Try to make notes and record your changing responses
to the story, as this will be useful when you come to tackle the questions and
activities featured on the following pages...
Before you begin:
• Take a good look at the cover and note down your thoughts.
•

What do you think of the size, artwork and blurb on the back?

Read Chapter 1:
• How is the world of the book established? What characters are
introduced?
•

How do you initially react to the writing style?

•

What do you think will happen in the rest of the book?

Read Chapters 2-4:
• What new characters do we meet?
•

What important information about the case is revealed?

Read Chapter 5:
• What is different about this chapter to those proceeding it?
•

Are you any clearer about where the story is going at this stage or more
confused?

Read Chapters 6-7:
• What new information do we get during these chapters?

•

How does it change our understanding of the case?

Read Chapters 8-11:
• How does the action progress during these chapters?
•

What plot twists take place?

Read Chapters 12 – 13:
• How does the author tie-up all the different threads of the plot?
•

Is the story resolved successfully? Do things finish-up how you thought
they would?

Questions
1. The Third Pig Detective Agency brings together two very popular types of
story – crime fiction and fairy tales – in the same fictional world. Do you
think this works? What do you like or not like about it? Can you think of
any other books or films that feature a similar mix of genres?
2. The book is narrated from the perspective of Harry Pigg. How does having
the story told in this way affect the way the reader understands what is
happening?
3. Pick five adjectives that best describe Harry Pigg. Do you think he has the
right kind of character-traits to be a good detective?
4. Bob Burke makes use of lots of puns and in-jokes. Do you like this style of
humour? Which is the funniest part of the book in your opinion?
5. The book features a number of dramatic action sequences. How does the
writing style change during these scenes and what is their effect in terms
of the story as a whole.
6. Which is your favourite/ least favourite character and why?
7. Like any good crime story, The Third Pig features a number of plot twists
and turns. What effect did these have on you whilst you were reading the
book?
8. Did things finish up as you thought they would by the end of the book?
Did you find the resolution satisfactory?
Activities
1. At the beginning of the story, Harry Pigg is struggling to attract new
clients. Imagine he has commissioned you to create an advertising

campaign for the The Third Pig Detective Agency to spread the message
about his detective services. You can use print, radio, TV or any other
medium you think will help to generate new customers. If time, you might
event want to set-up a ‘pitch’ meeting with other members of your group
to compare your different ideas.
2. Throughout the book there are repeated references to over twenty
fairytale and nursery rhyme characters, places and writers. How many
can you find? Challenge other members in your group to list as many as
possible and see who can discover the most. Are there any of your
favourite nursery rhymes and fairytales that Bob Burke has missed out?
Which ones?
3. In his attempts to solve the case, Harry Pigg visits many locations in and
around Grimmtown. Based upon what he tells us about these places in the
book, plus additional details you make up yourself, create a tourist guide
for Grimmtown and it’s many attractions. Include a map, sites of interest
and recommended places to eat and drink, plus anything else you wish to
add.
4. Aladdin recruits Harry Pigg to find his magic lamp, which is the most
valuable thing he owns. What is your most treasured possession and
why? It doesn’t necessarily have to be expensive, it could be somethig
with sentimental value or some other significance. Design a special
security system to protect it – and try to make sure there are no flaws
which Goblin robbers could expolit!
5. In the ‘Gripping Finale’ chapter (p. 129-139) all of the major characters
are gathered together for the first time. Re-write this scene from the
perspective of either Jack, Enda, Aladdin, Gruff or Basili the Genie. Try to
get across a sense of their personality in the style of your narration – what
is going through their head as events unfold? What are they feeling
towards Harry and everyone else who is present?
6. At the very end of the book, Bob Burke leaves us on a cliff-hanger by
introducing some clues about Harry Pigg’s next case. Using what you find
out in these last few lines as a starting point, write the opening chapter of
The Ho Ho Ho Mystery. Try to set-up all the key elements of the story
without giving too much away - it may help to sketch out the main points
of the whole plot to begin with.

The Third Pig Detective Agency – Worksheet 1
Select your favourite scene from the book and turn it into a graphic-novel/ comic
book strip, using the template below as a guide. Think carefully about which
moments in the action to illustrate and don’t forget to include dialogue as well!

The Third Pig Detective Agency –Worksheet 2
Choosing four of the following images as your starting point, plot out your own
short detective story (remeber to include essential devices like clues and plot
twists along the way). If you have time, write up the story in full in the style of
classic crime fiction. For an extra challenge, cut out the pictures below and pick
them out of a hat – or ask someone else to select them for you. Then as a group,
run a competition to see who can create the most original narrative.

THERE
By Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick

ISBN: 978-1596430877 (HBK)
Roaring Brook Press
Summary
There, by Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick is the charming story of an intrepid little girl’s
long and arduous journey to ‘There’. As she travels along she asks many
questions about what There will be like, how she will change when she’s There,
how different the world will be There and most importantly, how long will it take
to get There?
Along the way this anonymous little girl comes across roads stretching for miles,
ladders leading to the stars, fierce dragons and people travelling by umbrellas,
but will she decide to go to There after all? In the end the protagonist decides
that she would rather not face the problems of the adult world and go to There
just yet, and that she would rather stay as she is for the moment.
The tale is told warmly and affectionately, with all the naiveté and innocence of a
young person anticipating the future. Growing up is portrayed as a long journey,
within a narrative that contains multiple layers of meaning for readers of all
ages.
The text is complimented by beautiful illustrations rendered in soft, appealing
colours which create the charming and slightly whimsical, dream world that is a
childs idea of the grown up world, that will enchant older and younger readers
alike.

About The Author:
Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick is a one of Ireland’s most highly
regarded author/ illustrators. Her first book, An Chanáil,
was published in 1988 and won several awards
including the RAI Book Award and a Bisto Book of the
Decade Award. Other titles include Lizzy and Skunk; I'm
a Tiger Too; You, Me and the Big Blue Sea; The Long
March and, more recently, I am I.
Marie-Louise lives in Dublin, and frequently gives talks,
workshops and residencies throughout Ireland to all age
groups. Her first novel for young people, Timecatcher, is
due to published later this year.
Questions
Please Note: There are no page numbers in this book. Where page numbers are
mentioned in the activities they have been been calculated by counting on from the
first page (p. 1) and so on.
1.

Look at the cover of the book. Judging by the title and the cover
illustration, what do you think the book is going to be about?

2.

Do you think the cover of a book is important in telling you what the
story is about and making someone want to read it?

3.

What is the story about, in general and compared to what you
thought judging by the cover?

4.

Do you think there is another layer to this story that goes beyond
the obvious meaning of the words?

5.

What is the importance of illustrations in this book? Do you think
they add or take away from the reading experience? Why?

6.

Discuss some of the metaphores in this book. For example, those
found on pages: 6, 15, 17-18, 21-22 etc.

7.

Did you like the main character and feel that she was believable?

8.

Can you relate to how the little girl feels about growing up?

9.

What happens in the end? What decision does the little girl make?
How do you feel about this? Is it a good ending?

10.

Which of these sentences best apply to this story as a whole? (You
may choose several if you like)

•
•
•
•
•
•

The uncertain, yet determined nature of children.
Children ask too many questions.
No one wants to grow up.
Adults and children live in very different worlds.
Growing up is a long and arduous journey.
Everyone becomes an adult by flying off to the land of There with
an umbrella.

Activities
1. Using worksheet 1, think up some questions of your own that a child
might ask about growing up and the adult world (without using any
already used in the book) book. Draw an illustration for your favourite
question in the way that Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick did.
2. Put on a small drama based on this book. Have people act out the part
of the little girl, the dragon, the other people that are growing up and
the sensible adults. As well as spoken dialogue, use facial expressions,
hand movements, body language and props to portray what you wish
to say.
3. Rewrite this story as if the girl really, really wanted to grow up,
because she is certain that it will be a wonderful place and she cannot
wait to get there. Don’t forget to talk about why she wants to go there
so much.
For Older Readers
4. Separate into two teams and debate whether it is better growing up or
staying young. Each side will need to come up with their own
arguments for and against the idea and then take it in turns to put
forward the issues at hand. At the end, ask your group leader to decide
which team made the most convincing case.
5. As an older reader, did you feel that you could relate to the main
character? How has your opinion changed of growing up changed as
you’ve grown older? Discuss this with others of a different/ similar
opinion. Is there any consensus in the group or are everybody’s
experinces very different?
6. Imagine you are a journalist for a magazine or newspaper and write a
review of the book. Talk about what you thought of the text, the
illustrations and if you liked/ disliked it. Remember to make sure you
have solid reasons for what you say and cite examples from the text to
back up your opinions.

There - Worksheet 1 (see activity 1 above)
Think up ten questions that a child might ask about the future and the adult
world (starting with words like What? Where? When? Why? How?). Then,
choose your favourite question and illustrate it in the box below.

(1) _______________________________________
(2) _______________________________________
(3) _______________________________________
(4) _______________________________________
(5) _______________________________________
(6) _______________________________________
(7) _______________________________________
(8)________________________________________
(9) _______________________________________
(10)______________________________________

There – Worksheet 2
Pretend you are the little girl in the story. Write a diary entry about how you
considered going ‘There’ today and what you saw along the way. Talk about how
you felt and what decision you made in the end. Try to use the style and tone of
someone her age as well.

Dear Diary…

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
____________________
____________________________________________

